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Section 1 – STUC General Council 

1. Combatting Poverty and Inequality  
 
“That this Congress believes that for too many people in Scotland’s 
communities our economy is not working, and that the ideology of the new 
UK Government offers no hope that this situation will improve. 
 
“Congress believes that an effective strategy to combat poverty and 
inequality requires a multi-pronged approach to tackle low pay, poor 
housing, a failing social security system, fuel poverty and underfunded 
public services, central to which is union organising and improvements in 
workers’ rights. Congress believes that unions must be in the vanguard 
against the inevitable attacks to come on workers and our communities 
following the election of an ultra-right Conservative Government.   
 

“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to develop a worker-
centred campaign to build collective action in the workplace and the 
community, to defend hard won rights and promote a renewed vision and 
offer for workers with a focus of eliminating poverty and reducing 
inequality.  
 
‘Congress believes that this campaign should be built around achieving: 
 

• a £10/h minimum wage; increased collective bargaining in low paid 
sectors; and a zero tolerance approach to anti-union employers 
benefiting from public contracts; 

• rent caps; a massive increase in investment in public housing and 
retrofitting; and a strategy to ensure the poorest don’t bear the 
burden of paying for climate change;  

• urgent reform of Universal Credit, including the end of the five week 
wait and the two child cap;  

• investment in public services and a fundamental rebalancing of the 
economy in favour of working-class people, including a radically 
more redistributive taxation system;  

• the devolution of employment law and the creation of a powerful 
devolved ET system able to deliver effective workplace justice;  

• the use of the Scottish Government’s Fair Work Action Plan as a 
lever to build workplace organisation and action; and 

• the demands in the IER Scottish Charter for Workers’ Rights.” 
 
Mover:  STUC General Council 
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2. Promoting Public Ownership and Building the Foundational 
Economy 

 
“That this Congress is concerned about low levels of growth during 2018 
and 2019 in Scotland and across the UK, the prevalence of low paid 
insecure work, and the hollowing out of Scotland’s high streets. 
 
“Congress is particularly concerned about the reactive nature of industrial 
policy in the context of automation, digitalisation, climate change and 
globalisation. 
 
“Congress supports an industrial strategy driven by strategic state 
intervention, democratic ownership and high levels of government capital 
investment.  Manufacturing should be at its core to create opportunities 
for investment in infrastructure projects (including in housing, transport, 
energy and new industries) and tie procurement and investment to 
commitments to create jobs. 
 
“Congress calls for a Scottish publicly owned construction company; the 
public ownership of ScotRail; re-regulation and increased public 
ownership of buses; and strategic public ownership in energy and the 
supply chain, to establish a solid foundation for manufacturing. 
 
“Congress further calls for a strategy to drive the foundational economy.  
This should include: 
 

• the funding for and empowerment of local authorities to promote fair 
work and inclusive and sustainable economic growth through the 
use of additional tax and regulatory powers, including the 
recommendations of the joint IPPR/STUC report ‘Thinking bigger on 
tax in Scotland’; and 

• a new economic framework to support and develop the retail sector, 
including a comprehensive review of commercial rents and business 
rates; reform of tax laws; and closing the gap between CEO pay and 
workers. 

 
 

 

 

 

https://www.ippr.org/research/publications/thinking-bigger-on-tax-in-scotland
https://www.ippr.org/research/publications/thinking-bigger-on-tax-in-scotland
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“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to publish an integrated 
industrial strategy for Scotland, ahead of the Scottish Parliament elections 
in 2021, which combines a strategy for the foundational economy with 
recommendations in relation to public ownership and the strategies of the 
Scottish National Investment Bank and the Enterprise and Skills Agencies 
and recommendations of the Infrastructure and Just Transition 
Commissions.” 

 

Mover:  STUC General Council  
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3. The Climate Emergency, Targets and a Collectively Bargained 
Just Transition to Zero Carbon 

 
“That this Congress recognises that the climate crisis is real and urgent.  
Congress applauds the movement of young people and others acting to 
raise this issue up the political agenda. 
 
“Congress believes the calling of a climate emergency and ambitious 
emissions targets require matching policy commitments, otherwise 
rhetoric around the climate emergency will continue to ring hollow.   
 
“Congress supports a Just Transition, but believes the current transition 
is anything but just, evidenced by the loss of good quality jobs, widespread 
fuel poverty, the off-shoring of renewables and the use of non-unionised 
labour in sectors such as waste management. 
 
“Congress believes it would be hypocritical to meet emissions’ targets 
through reductions in extraction, transmission and use of hydrocarbons if 
this was simply done through importing, substituting or offshoring 
manufacturing emissions and destroying Scottish industries. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to campaign for the:  
 

• creation of a national construction company to undertake green new-
build and deep retrofitting delivered by unionised workers on secure 
contracts; 

• decarbonisation of heat through massive investments in district 
heating, CCS, hydrogen and heat pumps technologies and 
associated infrastructure; 

• targeted reduction in imported hydrocarbons and in the offshoring of 
manufacturing emissions and a focus on reducing emissions 
associated with goods and services – our real carbon footprint; 

• targets for good quality, unionised renewables jobs through the 
reform of contracting in the renewables supply chain and public 
ownership in energy; 

• nationalisation of transport and major investment in electrification of 
the train network and domestic and commercial vehicles; and 

• reform of the CAP or a funded replacement creating a land and farm 
management system capable of meeting carbon reduction targets. 
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“Congress further calls on the General Council to campaign for the 
creation or adaptation of national sectoral bargaining arrangements to 
ensure that workers across the economy can drive the Just Transition.” 
 
 
Mover:  STUC General Council 
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Section 2 – Economy & Industry 

4. Climate Change and Just Transition 

“That this Congress notes that both the UK and Scottish Governments 
have declared a climate change emergency. Congress also notes that 
climate change is already happening and action on Just Transition is now 
urgently required. Congress believes that dealing with the global climate 
change emergency must involve securing futures for workers and ensure 
investment in their futures and that of their communities. 
 
“Congress is concerned that, more than ten years on from the Climate 
Change Act, the UK, including Scotland, still does not have a plan that 
puts workers, their skills and affected communities at the heart of energy 
policy.  Workers across the oil and gas and chemicals sector are highly 
skilled and should be central to the future development of the economy, 
including the development of a low carbon future. 
 
“Congress resolves to build a worker-led campaign for a future that works 
for all, demanding the implementation of policies that deliver the 
maintenance of jobs and skills.  Congress believes that this must include 
influencing decision-making around the future of the affected sectors and 
an energy policy focusing on the potential to protect existing jobs and 
ensure skills utilisation, while embracing new opportunities in emerging 
markets, such as offshore renewables, decommissioning and carbon 
capture storage. 
 
“Congress further notes the evidence from the Committee on Climate 
Change, the International Energy Agency and the UN Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change, showing that Carbon Capture and Storage 
(CCS) is essential to deliver the UN Paris Climate Change Agreement and 
believes that CCS technology could protect and revitalise energy intensive 
industries creating and retaining jobs. 
 
“Congress also notes that, in 2015, the UK Government scrapped the 
£1bn funding competition for CCS. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls upon the STUC General Council to campaign 
for the UK Government and the Scottish Government to invest in the 
development of CCS technology as a matter of urgency.” 
 
Mover:  Unite the Union   
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5. Scottish Energy Policy 
 
“That this Congress recognises the progress made at the STUC Energy 
Conference on 20 November 2019 towards a distinctive trades union 
approach towards Scottish energy policy which is led by energy workers 
and committed to safe, secure and sustainable supply of energy to heat 
homes, power industry, provide for essential services and maintain good 
quality union jobs utilising both existing and emergent technologies. 
 
“Congress also recognises the growing public concern about the impact 
of climate change over the past year, but also the failure of the left at the 
General Election to convert this concern into support for credible action or 
for policies including a tax on the North Sea and also the continuing 
concern of workers about the offshoring of jobs by the Scottish 
renewables sector since the publication of STUC’s report ‘Broken 
Promises and Offshored Jobs’, and the debate at Congress last year at 
Dundee, which regretted the missed opportunities of onshore wind, 
offshore wind and North Sea decommissioning to create significant 
industrial employment in Scotland. 
 
“Congress considers that continued participation in the Scottish 
Government’s ‘Just Transition’ Commission must become contingent 
upon real world outcomes with progress reported to Congress, and 
encourages trade union representatives to challenge the acceleration of 
industrial decline and to defend the interests of union members by robustly 
opposing another decade of missed opportunity, articulating the concerns 
of Scottish energy workers, continuing to advocate STUC ‘s longstanding 
support for a balanced energy mix and proper planning and investment in 
credible solutions, which can meet our energy needs, deliver industrial 
employment, including through reform of the UK Contracts for Difference 
arrangements and exposing the unfair playing field being operated by the 
international capital interests that own and control Scotland’s renewables 
sector.” 
 
 
Mover:  GMB Scotland 
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6. Trade Union Rights in a Just Transition for North Sea Energy 
Workers 

  
“That this Congress continues to support the Just Transition Commission 
and looks forward to further recommendations around the establishment 
of collective bargaining to protect the terms and conditions for workers 
currently employed in the offshore oil and gas industry. 
 
“Congress is deeply concerned by the existing coverage of collective 
bargaining agreements for workers employed in all areas of the offshore 
energy sector, including oil and gas, renewables and the supply chains.  
Congress is also concerned that there are significant numbers of workers 
across the offshore energy sector who are not covered by collective 
bargaining agreements and who are not trade union members. 
 
“Congress believes that this situation threatens the delivery of a Just 
Transition for offshore oil and gas workers and in turn threatens workers 
in the renewables sector. 
 
“Congress supports policies that deliver a Just Transition through: 
 

• ensuring all workers employed in offshore oil and gas industry roles, 
including the supply chain, are covered by sectoral collective 
bargaining agreements; 

• preserving existing income levels of those workers; 

• reducing imports and meeting ongoing hydrocarbon demand from 
sources on the UK Continental Shelf; 

• ensuring that all workers employed in the offshore renewables 
sector, including the supply chain, are covered by sectoral collective 
bargaining agreements; and 

• promoting trade union recognition at the licensing stage for all 
offshore energy projects and throughout Tier1-3 contractors, 
including in the sale of offshore oil and gas assets between oil 
companies.” 

 
 
Mover:  National Union of Rail, Maritime 
   & Transport Workers 
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7. Energy Sector Employment and Transition 
  
“That this Congress reaffirms support for offshore unions in their efforts to 
resist job losses and cuts in pay and conditions on the UK Continental 
Shelf. 
  
“Congress further reaffirms its commitment to combat unfair pay, to 
protect the employment of UK nationals, and is appalled at the failure 
of the British Government to deliver measures to help offshore workers 
and develop progressive strategies to deal with decommissioning and the 
transition to renewable energy. 
 
“Congress recalls that a report, by Platform, Oil Change International and 
Friends of the Earth Scotland, highlights that an energy transformation 
policy based on ‘Just Transition’ principles can meet UK climate 
commitments, while protecting livelihoods and economic well-being. The 
report further states that ‘global commitments on climate change requires 
rapid transformation of energy systems’, and that policies adopted must 
be in consultation with affected workers, trade unions and local 
communities. 
  
“Congress demands that the British Government develop a 
decommissioning policy, which ensures that energy workers benefit from 
job opportunities in the emerging sectors, and that support is available for 
retraining and transitioning for those in oil and gas sectors. 
  
“Congress calls upon the Scottish and UK Governments to: 
  

• ensure that jobs are protected when devising policies for the UK’s 
future energy needs; and 

• work with climate organisations and trade unions in the move 
towards clean energy.” 

 
 
Mover:  Nautilus International 
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8. Just Transition 
 
“That this Congress commends the work carried out by the Fife - Ready 
for Renewal and Fife - Fighting for the Future campaigns to get work into 
the Bi-Fab yards. These joint campaigns by the STUC, Unite the Union 
Scotland, GMB Scotland and the local Trades Union Council brought the 
failings of the Government’s Just Transition programme to the public’s 
attention. 
 
“The STUC’s own report, ‘Broken Promises and Offshored Jobs’, clearly 
sets out the failings in the renewable sector and therefore the Just 
Transition programme here in Scotland. 
 
“For too long we have been given empty promises of jobs and a Just 
Transition from the carbon based and armaments’ industries. 
 
“Congress calls for the STUC General Council to mount a campaign of 
Scotland – Ready for Renewal, where we set out and mount a campaign 
for a real Just Transition programme.  
 
“A Just Transition: 
  

• that delivers an industrial strategy for the people of Scotland, where 
we utilise the expertise and skills that are here in abundance; 

• that tackles the failed public procurement model; 

• that creates a renewable industry here in Scotland; 

• that creates real jobs for the workers of Scotland, not failed 
promises;  

• where we create high value, highly skilled work opportunities for our 
young people; and 

• where we play our part in tackling the climate emergency.” 
 
 
Mover: Fife Trades Union Council 
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9. COP26/Climate Change 
 
“That this Congress recognises: 
 

• the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in 2018 
warned that we have 12 years to keep global warming to a maximum 
of 1.5 degrees; 

• climate crisis is already impacting all aspects of our lives, such as 
more extreme weather, reduction of species biodiversity, fuelling 
global migration and air quality;  

• the tremendous impact of the school students’ strikes and Extinction 
Rebellion (XR) protests in shifting government complacency over 
climate change, and the hope they've given for the future; 

• that the 2019 TUC Congress resolution, calling for workplace action 
and solidarity with the global climate strike on 20 September 2019, 
saw increased participation of workers in solidarity climate action; 

• that global efforts to tackle the climate emergency have failed and 
the global climate talks (known as COP26), in Glasgow 9-19 
November 2020, is of strategic importance; and 

• the climate crisis is a trade union issue and our movement has a 
crucial role to play to ensure the fightback in the workplace is central 
to the fight to reduce carbon emissions; 

 
 “Congress resolves to: 
 

• campaign for the implementation of policies that benefit people’s 
lives and address the climate crisis such as free public transport for 
all; 

• create a dedicated resource within the STUC and wider union 
movement for COP26 to help unions/Trades Union Councils to 
mobilise effectively for COP26; 

• encourage re/affiliation to the Campaign Against Climate Change 
which initiated the 1 million climate jobs campaign;  

• support a major conference on climate jobs in autumn 2020; and 

• encourage more trade union support for the climate strikes in 2020 
and call for and work with the wider climate movement for a major 
'Climate, Justice, Jobs' demonstration on a suitable date in late 
September 2020.” 

 
Mover:  Glasgow Trades Union Council 
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10. Climate Change: Addressing Environmental Injustice  
 
‘‘That this Congress notes the COP26 UN climate talks will take place in 
Glasgow in November. Congress also notes natural disasters, 
epidemics/pandemics and war linked to climate change impose serious 
challenges to communities and public service workers, especially first 
responders and frontline workers.   
 
‘‘Congress is aware that Black people globally suffer the most from the 
impacts of climate change.  Refugees and migrants, many fleeing events 
driven by climate change, are placed in evermore precarious 
circumstances, while the communities and public services that receive 
them are often impacted by ‘man-made disasters’, such as austerity, 
privatisation and lack of trained workers.   
 
‘‘Congress believes in taking a strong stand against world leaders, who 
express climate denial, undermine international action and cause 
divisions.  Congress recognises that the climate crisis and colonialism are 
linked and can only begin to be addressed when western societies and 
institutions acknowledge the ecological debt the North owes to the global 
South.   
 
‘‘It believes the consequences of global temperature rising above 1.5°C 
are severe and trade unions have a vital role to play in this action, rooted 
in workers' rights and social justice.  
 
‘‘Congress calls on STUC General Council to:  
 

• consult with all affiliates to seek input into the development of a 
cross-sector industrial strategy that works towards delivering 
internationally agreed carbon emission reduction targets;  

• advocate for workplace environmental reps; and 

• lobby for a radical Scottish Green New Deal, which will decarbonise 
heating, transport and electricity; make all homes genuinely energy 
efficient; move towards a zero-waste economy and ensure that all 
activities including agriculture regenerate our environment and 
ensure the survival of all of Scotland’s diverse wildlife.’’  

 
Mover:  Annual STUC Black Workers’ Conference 
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11. Scottish Industrial Strategy 
 
“That this Congress notes that: 
  

• the Scottish Government has taken a timid approach to industrial 
strategy, both at an institutional level, with the creation of the 
Scottish National Investment Bank, and through equity investments 
in enterprises including Prestwick, Ferguson’s and BiFab;  

• our movement has long called for a focussed industrial strategy, 
including practical interventions to address market failure and 
protect industries, jobs and communities;  

• recent interventions are not built on previous experience or practice, 
but on external advice and expertise. In this, the Scottish 
Government relies heavily on private sector consultancy, especially 
the ‘Big 4’ accountants, who have little experience in delivering 
industrial strategy for public good;  and 

• this is expensive and restricts the development of a more 
democratic framework of advice and practice from other sources, 
including the STUC and affiliates.  

 
“Congress believes that: 
 

• so far, the Scottish Government has yet to make a success of any 
of its equity stakes; 

• Scotland needs an institution with a broader vision for engaging 
expertise in industrial strategy, to analyse real, current examples of 
implementation and build understanding of how interventions can 
be made effective, so strengthening the case for more in the future; 

• this would provide information on the creation and running of such 
bodies, drawing on worldwide best evidence and case studies, 
involving academics and those who understand the context; and 

• a Green New Deal will offer future opportunities for a range of 
institutions and approaches, including community wealth building 
and a Scottish Energy Development Company.  
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“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to support 
initiatives, which will deliver a focussed approach to learning from 
expertise in the workforce, academia and from other countries on how to 
successfully run state-owned enterprises in a way that delivers a stronger 
industrial and community base with better jobs and better public 
investment.” 
 
 
 
Mover: Dundee Trades Union Council 
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12. Research Support for Caithness, Thurso and Wick 

“That this Congress recognises the recent focus on place-based 
economic analysis within the work of the General Council. Recent 
research looking at the functioning of the economy, in particular locations, 
including the South of Scotland and Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire, 
provides important support and resource to workers to shape their local 
economy and engage effectively in economic development work in their 
community.  
 
“Congress commends the strong emphasis on Fair Work and Worker 
Voice within this work that makes the case that unions and workers should 
be at the heart of the debate around economic development. The 
experiences and views of workers should be given greater weight in 
strategies that aim to support inclusive growth, yet too often little attention 
or focus is given to worker aspiration by government or Regional 
Development Agencies.   
 
“Congress believes more should be done to support workers across 
Scotland to engage in and shape economic development work in their own 
areas.  Congress further believes that communities in the Highlands would 
particularly benefit from this focus and attention.  
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to undertake research, 
which looks at the specific challenges and opportunities that face the 
Caithness, Wick and Thurso area. This research should have a strong 
element of fair work and workers’ voices within it and should work with the 
Thurso and Wick Trades Union Council to develop a vision for economic 
development that can support workers’ hopes and aspirations for their 
area.” 
 
Mover:  Thurso and Wick Trades Union Council 
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13. Aviation 
 

“That this Congress notes that on 16 January 2020, Highlands and Islands 
Airports Limited (HIAL) announced their intention to downgrade air traffic 
control provision at Benbecula and Wick airports, with no consultation with 
passengers, airlines, staff or the regulator. 
 
“The announcement puts 11 highly skilled air traffic controller roles at risk 
of redundancy and provides a far lower level of service to aircraft using 
the aerodrome. The announcement reduces safety by removing 
safeguards and putting further responsibility onto pilots. Scottish Ministers 
have committed to a policy of no compulsory redundancies, however, they 
have also refused to intervene in this matter, where there is a clear case 
that posts are being made redundant, bringing into question the value of 
that pledge.  
 
“The Scottish Government has also passed the flagship Islands Act and 
produced the Islands Plan, which seeks to protect and grow the island 
economy. The Act passed with support from across the Parliament and 
was welcomed as a sign of the Government’s commitment to island 
economies. In the foreword the Minister for Energy, Connectivity and the 
Islands, Paul Wheelhouse, states: ‘We are committed to protecting our 
islands and to proudly promoting them as wonderful places to live, to visit, 
to work and to study’. 
 
“HIAL’s proposals are the first test of the Islands Act and its ability to 
protect island communities. Currently it’s failing that test by removing 60 
high skilled jobs, bringing around £1.5 million in direct employment, and 
downgrading service provision and safety of flights to Uist. 
 
“Congress calls upon Scottish Ministers to intervene, pause the Remote 
Towers Project, and conduct a genuinely independent review of the 
proposals, including crucially the views of staff. The review should 
consider not only long-term costs, but the role of HIAL as an employer in 
supporting island and rural communities.” 
 
 
Mover:  Prospect 
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14. Save our Shops  
 
“That this Congress is appalled at the continued crisis unfolding in the 
Scottish retail sector, with more than 1 in 10 shops standing empty in our 
high streets, which is higher than the UK average. 
 
“Congress notes that many retailers have already been forced to close, 
which has a knock-on effect on a range of other local businesses.  The 
decimation of our high streets is also having a negative impact on 
communities and half-empty shopping areas will only encourage 
antisocial behaviour. 
 
“Congress notes that USDAW’s ‘Save our Shops’ Campaign has received 
excellent support from the public, with action days taking place across 
Scotland and thousands of people signing the petition calling for 
Government action to support retail jobs.   
 
“Congress welcomes the commitment of the Scottish Government to 
develop a retail strategy that addresses the challenges faced by the sector 
in Scotland.  However, Congress believes that a coordinated and joined-
up approach is needed if this strategy is to be a success.  Crucially, 
Scotland's 245,000 retail workers must have a voice in the development 
and implementation of the strategy and a say on their future.  
 
“Congress believes that any retail strategy for Scotland must have at its 
heart the vital role that retail workers play in our economy and in our 
communities and draw heavily on their experiences and expertise. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• support USDAW’s ‘Save our Shops’ Campaign; 

• campaign for the Scottish Government to create an emergency 
taskforce to bring together all key stakeholders, including Ministers, 
business, trade unions, consumers and local government, to 
address the crisis on our high streets; and  

• lobby the Scottish Government to work with the STUC and USDAW 
at all stages of the development and implementation of its retail 
strategy, so that retail workers have a say on their future.”  

 
Mover: Union of Shop, Distributive and Allied Workers 
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15. Campaigning Against Profit From Poverty 
 
“That this Congress fully recognises the devastating impact of the 
austerity agenda on our members and our communities.  There is still a 
disturbing rise in the casualisation of labour, workers and those seeking 
work have never had it so bad.  It is the workers of this country that have 
seen their pay packets shrink over the past ten years and for many this 
has resulted in what can only be described as in-work poverty.  However, 
whilst they suffer, others have been making huge profits during this age 
of austerity. 
 
“Congress calls for a concerted campaign against those who make profit 
from poverty.  On our high streets, we find the growth industries, such as 
pawn shops and rent to own stores, selling electrical goods at horrific rates 
of interest.   
 
“Congress believes we need to do more to name and shame those who 
operate in this morally bankrupt sector of the economy.    
 
“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to: 
 

• embark on a national campaign to highlight and prevent profit from 
poverty; and  

• work with all affiliated trade unions, politicians at local and national 
level and community groups, to highlight the economic and social 
issues which lead to people using this sector of the economy.” 

 
 
 
Mover:  Paisley & District Trades Union Council 
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16. Mandatory Code of Conduct around Microtransactions 
 
“That this Congress notes the increase in the number of computer, 
console and mobile games, which provide players with the option of in- 
game microtransactions.  These can include loot boxes, which offer 
randomised rewards in return for money. Congress recognises that loot 
boxes are regulated under gambling law in China, Japan, Australia, the 
Netherlands, Belgium and the Isle of Man. 
 
“Congress acknowledges the positive, mental, physical, and social well- 
being that can come from playing video games, in particular, around the 
recent rise in augmented reality mobile gaming that encourages 
individuals to work collectively, in order to reach shared objectives and 
goals. 
 
“Congress also notes that microtransactions are an increasingly important 
source of revenue, particularly for companies operating in the free-to-play 
market and support many high value jobs in games’ development 
generally. 
 
“Congress notes that there is currently no system of regulation for 
microtransactions and this has allowed some games’ developers to 
aggressively advertise microtransactions, including in games aimed at 
young people. 
 
“Congress recognises that the World Health Organisation has recognised 
video gaming addiction as a mental health disorder, and that those 
suffering from this disorder are far more vulnerable to the kind of 
aggressive advertising and intentionally addictive level design often 
employed by more unscrupulous companies. 
 
“Congress calls on the UK Government to: 
 

• work with the games’ industry to establish a mandatory code of 
conduct around microtransactions; 

• establish working definitions of microtransactions; and 

• classify loot boxes and any other microtransactions where there is 
a clear and obvious element of chance as gambling and subject 
them to relevant gambling regulation.” 

 
Mover:   Moray Trades Union Council 
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17. Online Streaming and Intellectual Property 
 
“That this Congress calls for the General Council to lobby for a change in 
royalty payments by streaming companies, primarily to change their 
payment system from the current pro-rata model to a user-centric model. 
  
“Congress notes that for most services, if a listener only streams one track 
in a month, most of their subscription goes to rights’ holders, whose music 
they have not heard. Congress is concerned that this system unfairly 
disadvantages long-form, niche and independent music in favour of short 
form, popular music. 
  
“In a user-centric model, artists are remunerated based on what a listener 
actually listens to: if a listener only streams one piece in a month, then 
their distributable subscription fee goes to whom they listened. This user-
centric model prevents a payment structure, where money flows 
disproportionately to those who are already popular. This change of 
payment system is imperative to make streaming fair and financially viable 
for all artists and rights’ holders. This is especially important, as album 
and single sales are declining in favour of streaming and other digital 
consumption.” 
  
Mover:             Musicians’ Union 
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Section 3 – Transport 

 
18. Rail Powers and Public Ownership 
 
“That this Congress notes that in 2018-19, Abellio ScotRail was one of the 
most subsidised rail operators in the UK, receiving public funding of over 
£290 million, or 21.4p per passenger kilometre. Despite this funding, 
Scottish passengers and ScotRail employees are still suffering from a 
poor service and unsatisfactory conditions. 
 
“Congress further notes that the Scottish Government has reviewed 
Abellio’s franchise contract and announced that the franchise will be 
terminated early, although the Government has made no further 
announcement about what method of operation it will seek to implement 
when the franchise ends. 
 
“It is clear that the current model of privatised operation is unsuitable for 
the railway and is ineffective. The franchise model is broken, no longer 
serving even the train operating companies. Public ownership remains the 
only viable solution to ensure that the railway operates with accountability 
and puts passengers and the taxpayer ahead of shareholders or foreign 
interests. 
 
“While the Scottish Government has been granted the powers to include 
a publicly-owned bidder in the next franchise process, full powers to 
operate the railway have not been devolved to Scotland. 
 
“Congress therefore calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• campaign for the cancellation of the current Abellio ScotRail 
franchise with immediate effect and for ScotRail to be brought into 
public ownership; 

• work with UK counterparts to campaign for full devolution of rail to 
the Scottish Government; and 

• campaign for the Scottish Government to support both full 
devolution and bringing the railway into public ownership.” 

 
 
Mover:  Associated Society of Locomotive 
   Engineers & Firemen 
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19. ScotRail Public Ownership 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the decision by the Scottish Government’s 
Transport Secretary that the Abellio franchise to run the ScotRail 
passenger train operating franchise will be terminated three years early 
on 31st March 2022. 
 
“The demise of the Abellio tenure at ScotRail has been long awaited, since 
the contract was first awarded to them in 2015. In that time, rail services 
have been characterised by delays, cancellations and overcrowding, not 
to mention staff shortages and disputes, as groups of union members saw 
their jobs put at risk of redundancy, or their pay not keeping pace with that 
of other workers. 
 
“Few will lament the ending of the disastrous Abellio franchise, which 
should have been ended sooner than 2022 to avoid the misery and 
distress endured by so many passengers and workers. 
 
“The Scottish Government now has an opportunity to exercise the power 
given to it under the Scotland Act to allow public sector bids. In 2017-8, 
under a previous Transport Secretary, preparatory work was being done 
to make this a real possibility only for that project to come to nothing. Now, 
the Scottish Ministers have the chance to try again. 
 
“Congress believes that rail passenger franchising as a concept is well 
beyond its sell by date and calls on the Scottish Government to be bold 
and radical, deciding instead to take ScotRail back into full public 
ownership, without the periodic, expensive and wasteful re-franchising 
exercises that simply enforces the opportunity for private companies to 
extract profits from passengers and taxpayers. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to campaign for 
full public ownership of ScotRail, and to make this case to both the 
Scottish Ministers and as part of the response to the Westminster 
Government’s implementation of the Williams Rail Review.” 
  
Mover:  Transport Salaried Staffs’ Association 
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20. Network Rail 
 
“That this Congress notes that Network Rail is undergoing a massive 
reorganisation as part of the company’s Putting Passengers First 
restructuring characterised by further devolution and local accountability. 
The new structure exposes the publicly owned organisation to both the 
possibility of future break up and potential privatisation as the company’s 
central organisation transfers many of its functions to new, virtually 
autonomous, regions. 
 
“The threat of further fragmentation is magnified by calls from the Scottish 
Government to take over responsibility for Network Rail’s Scottish route, 
when they already set the Scottish strategy for the company. For instance, 
in advance of Network Rail’s five year Control Periods, Scottish Ministers 
set the High Level Output Specification for Scotland, detailing what they 
want to see from the company and then go on to commit the funds 
necessary to achieve those objectives. Network Rail in Scotland is also 
accountable to the Scottish Parliament. 
 
“Congress also notes that Tory dogma around rail privatisation has led to 
the loss of integration across the interconnected railway industry, 
something recognised by a number of rail industry reports, including the 
initial findings reported from the Williams Rail Review. The one exception 
to this loss of integration has been Network Rail with its whole industry, 
Scotland, England and Wales, infrastructure manager perspective. 
 
“Congress believes that to allow Network Rail to be broken up would 
undermine integration and lead to extra cost for Scottish taxpayers as 
purchasing power from economies of scale are lost, undermining plans to 
enhance rail in Scotland at a time of a climate emergency. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to oppose the 
break-up of Network Rail and to campaign for the company to remain in 
the public sector.” 
  
Mover:  Transport Salaried Staffs’ Association 
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21. Access to Public Transport 
 
“That this Congress notes that good, affordable public transport plays a 
key role in reducing poverty by enabling people to access jobs, education 
and training.  
 
“Congress is, therefore, deeply concerned that satisfaction with public 
transport in Scotland has fallen in the last four years. A public transport 
system should be inclusive, taking into account the needs of everyone in 
society. Workers in low-paid or insecure jobs are more dependent on 
public transport, but the exorbitant fares often make it unaffordable. 
 
“The threat of workplace car-parking fees does nothing to address the 
costly and inadequate public transport services but would punish people 
with a tax on going to work, which Congress utterly opposes. 
 
“Women and disabled people are less likely to drive and more likely to use 
buses, but their particular needs are often not taken into account. Free 
concessionary bus travel for eligible disabled people is only useful to them 
if they can access services. Disabled people can face a number of issues 
using public transport, including accessibility.  
 
“Many of the journeys women take on public transport are as primary 
carers. Women’s multiple roles mean that they experience time poverty, 
which impacts on how much time women can allocate for travel. Often, 
women’s travel has to be undertaken in between, or simultaneously with, 
other daily household tasks.  
 
“Women and disabled people travelling by public transport, particularly 
where bus stops are situated in isolated or unsafe places, can also face 
safety issues. 
 
“Congress urges the Scottish Government to work with women and 
disabled transport users, as well as unions, to ensure that the Scottish 
transport system is inclusive of the different needs of women and disabled 
people, especially in relation to matters as caring responsibilities, access 
to health services and participation in public life.” 
 
Mover: Union of Shop, Distributive and Allied Workers 
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22. Campaign for Scotland-wide Free Bus Travel Scheme to be 
Extended 

 
“That this Congress notes the success of the Scotland-wide free bus travel 
scheme for older and disabled people, which was introduced on 1 April 
2006. The scheme involves the Scotish Government issuing a National 
Entitlement Card to eligible residents. This card provides free bus travel 
for those aged sixty or over and to eligible disabled people, who are 
resident in Scotland.  
 
“Whilst Congress acknowledges the success of this scheme, there is still 
scope to improve it further. At present, some of the 1.2 million cardholders 
are also offered a discount on rail, tram or subway depending on their 
local authority. However, Congress believes this can and should be 
extended further to include free public transport across all of Scotland for 
all national entitlement cardholders.   
 
“By extending the concessionary travel scheme to apply to all public 
transport, the Scottish Government would enable the cardholders 
continued access to services and social networks, whilst promoting the 
Government’s aim of a modal shift from private cars to public transport.  
 
“The Government has already set out in its Climate Change Plan ways to 
reduce carbon emissions and meet its target of net zero emissions by 
2045. Part of this strategy is an investment in public transport, listing plans 
to electrify more of the rail network and reduce ferry emissions. By 
extending the travel scheme to all public transport, it would work in tamden 
with the Government’s Climate Change Plan and ensure that the 
Government continues to focus on investing in all modes of public 
transport to meet the demand.  
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to campaign for the 
extension of the Scotland-wide free bus travel scheme for older and 
disabled people to include all public transport in Scotland, including rail, 
tram, subway and ferry.” 
 
Mover:  Associated Society of Locomotive 

Engineers & Firemen  
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23. Securing Public Sector Ferry Services, Vessels and 
Employment in Scotland 

  
“That this Congress is concerned that the Scottish Government’s Ferry 
Services Procurement Policy Review has been silent since 24 May 2018, 
when it was announced that the Northern Isles Ferry Services (NIFS) 
would be put out to competitive tender and the case would continue to be 
built for the Clyde and Hebrides Ferry Service (CHFS) contract to be 
brought into permanent in-house operation well before the end of the 
existing contract in 2024.  
 
“Congress notes that CalMac, the public sector operator of the CHFS 
contract, has since threatened legal action against the Scottish 
Government over the handling of the public sector bid for the NIFS 
contract and that Pentland Ferries, a private, anti-trade union operator of 
one route from the mainland to the Orkney Islands, has complained to the 
European Commission over the existence of state subsidised ferry 
services on the NIFS contract. The complaint from the private sector 
resulted in the Scottish Government granting an extension of nearly two 
years to NIFS incumbent Serco. 
 
“Congress commits to campaigning in support of the RMT’s policy of 
permanent public ownership and operation of all ferry services in Scotland 
that receive public subsidy, comprising the CHFS, NIFS and inter-island 
local government contracts on the Orkney and Shetland Islands. 
 
“Congress also notes that the public ferries fleet is ageing. Congress 
supports using the publicly owned Ferguson Marine shipyard being 
directly awarded contracts to build the new ferries desperately needed on 
lifeline routes in Scotland, which would promote public provision, protect 
collectively bargained terms and conditions, training berths and the 
environment, as well as improving the resilience of the lifeline ferry fleet 
and exporting low carbon ferry technology to the benefit of the Scottish 
economy.” 
 
 
Mover:  National Union of Rail, Maritime 
   & Transport Workers 
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24. Caledonian MacBrayne Ferries 
  
“That this Congress notes that the Scottish Government stated in 
December 2017 their desire not to put the Clyde and Hebrides Ferry 
Services (CHFS) contract out to tender in 2024. A policy review was 
announced that would assess the governance arrangements required for 
CalMac and would put them in a position to receive a direct award. This 
announcement followed CalMac’s award of a six-year contract (and option 
for a two-year extension) to operate the CHFS network from October 
2016. 
 
“The Government’s decision in 2016 to award the contract to publicly- 
owned CalMac was welcomed, as was the Ministers’ aspiration to apply 
the Teckal exemption, which removes the requirement to put lifeline 
services out to tender. The delay in concluding the review, however, is 
causing a great deal of anguish and uncertainty for CalMac employees, 
who are unclear about their future employment, and means that workers 
and their families are unable to plan ahead, due to concerns about what 
a future  private sector employer may introduce. 
 
“Congress believes the current state of affairs is unacceptable and that 
CalMac workers need the Scottish Government to urgently conclude its 
review, which has now been under consideration for over two years. 
 
“Congress calls for the Government to adopt a long-term perspective, 
rather than six or eight-year contracts, which are not in the interests of 
either staff or those who use the services. Congress also calls on the 
Scottish Government to make a decisive commitment to retain the CHFS 
network in public ownership permanently.” 
 
 
Mover:  Transport Salaried Staffs’ Association   
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25. Ferry Services to Mainland Europe 

 
“That this Congress recalls a ferry service operated between Rosyth and 
Zeebrugge, Belgium, from 2002 until 2018, and that during this period, 
there were three different operators on what was the only direct ferry route 
between Scotland and Continental Europe. 
  
“Congress noted that last year, Transport Scotland engaged with TEC 
Farragon-Offshore on the company’s proposal for a ferry service from 
Rosyth to Eemshaven, Netherlands, and that the Scottish Government is 
unable to support any substantial loan guarantee sought to facilitate 
introduction of the ferry service.  
 
“Observing that any loan would have to be provided on a commercial 
basis, as the Scottish Government cannot interfere with the market by 
providing funding, which could have state aid implications, Transport 
Scotland advised TEC of this and offered support with future business 
planning and funding advice. Forth ports have also offered to consider any 
new commercial ferry routes, subject to infrastructure investment that may 
be required. 
  
“Believing that we need to re-establish a direct link for passengers and 
freight to deliver Scottish goods to mainland Europe, particularly in light of 
Brexit and the chaos ahead, if a trade deal with our European partners is 
not secured, and that the exports of Scotland should not be so dependent 
upon freight via English ports, whilst recognising also that transport by sea 
has a lower environmental impact per passenger or tonne of freight than 
road, rail or air. 
  
“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council, maritime and shoreside 
unions to continue their engagement with the appropriate Ministers and 
Transport Scotland, with a view to re-establishing a Ro-Pax ferry service 
from Scotland to Continental Europe that will secure and guarantee 
essential trade and commercial links, whilst creating quality skilled jobs 
on decent terms and conditions for local seafarers, dockers and the wider 
maritime cluster, and improving sustainable, environmentally friendly and 
independent transport links.” 
  
Mover:  Nautilus International 
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Section 4 – Education & Livelong Learning 

 
26. Early Years  
 
“That this Congress believes that the provision of early learning and 
childcare is a key route to reducing poverty and inequality. The system 
needs to be one that provides a high quality environment for the children 
using the service. This can only be achieved by employing highly qualified 
staff.  
 
“There is a high risk that there will not be enough qualified staff in place in 
time for the planned 1140 hours this August. This will not happen without 
appropriate pay for this highly skilled role.  
 
“Staff also need time in their working lives for further training, ongoing 
professional development and reflective practice. The pace of expansion 
means that there has been a huge growth in work-based training 
programmes and existing staff are now experiencing huge increases in 
workload, as they are expected to train and mentor growing numbers of 
trainees on top of their already heavy workload.  
 
“Children must have the right to a service delivered by fully qualified staff. 
Those on training programmes must be treated as trainees and should 
not count on the ratio of staff to children. They must not be used as cheap 
labour.  
 
“Congress calls on the Scottish Government to provide adequate funding 
for the expansion to ensure: 
 

• decent pay for all early years 

• ’ workers, including trainees; 

• the service being delivered by qualified staff, trainees to be 
supernumerary; 

• training teams in place to fully support in-work training programmes; 

• funding for support and training for staff working with children with 
Additional Support Needs; and 

• specific time in the working day for staff for mentoring, professional 
development and reflective practice.”  

 
 
Mover:  UNISON Scotland 
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27. Education Funding to Support All Pupils 
 
“That this Congress re-affirms the critical role of education in enabling 
individuals, irrespective of background, to acquire skills and knowledge, 
and develop their talents to contribute fully within a fair, democratic, skilled 
and prosperous society. Schools educate young people from a range of 
backgrounds - each child with their own prior learning, and individual 
learning, social and emotional needs, requiring sufficient numbers of 
highly trained staff and adequate resources such that each young 
person’s needs can be sufficiently met.  
 
“Whilst the number of pupils identified as having additional support needs 
has tripled in recent years, the number of specialist Additional Support 
Needs (ASN) teachers and pupil support assistants has significantly 
reduced; meanwhile class sizes in Scotland have remained well above 
the OECD average of 21. Against this backdrop, the statutory right to extra 
provision for young people with additional support needs is not being fully 
realised. 
 
“Further, Congress is concerned at the increasing difficulty in obtaining 
timeous professional support for the growing number of young people 
experiencing mental health difficulties, which require to be addressed to 
ensure good health and wellbeing, and steady educational progress.  
 
“Congress notes that academic research shows that smaller class sizes 
improve outcomes, especially for children from low-income backgrounds, 
those with additional support needs and for some children from Black and 
Minority Ethnic backgrounds. Smaller class sizes provide teachers and 
support staff with more time to dedicate to quality interactions with 
individual young people and/or small groups of learners, and help create 
learning environments better suited to the needs of children requiring 
additional support. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the Scottish Government to increase 
funding for schools to improve ASN support, to enhance pupil mental 
health and wellbeing, and to implement a programme to deliver smaller 
class sizes leading to stronger and more equitable outcomes for 
Scotland’s children.”  
 
Mover:  Educational Institute of Scotland  
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28. Violent Incidents and Blame Culture 

“That this Congress notes the importance of reporting all violent incidents 
in schools. This ensures all victims of such incidents in schools are given 
every consideration and total management support.   
 
“Congress is concerned that there is an alarming rise of ‘blame culture’ in 
schools, where teachers and education support workers are questioned 
about what they could or should have done to avoid violent incidents. The 
focus appears to put pressure on staff, who are the victims, to accept 
responsibility and accept the ‘blame’ for the violent incident. This is often 
an attempt to reduce the number of reports being submitted and, as 
consequence, not take action to protect staff. This is a culture that takes 
the responsibility away from the perpetrator and is a failure of the Duty of 
Care to both teaching staff and to all our pupils. 
 
“Congress calls upon the Scottish Government and local authorities to 
ensure that all violent incidents in schools are recorded and acted upon, 
together with measures to ensure all victims are taken seriously. This 
would allow Government and local authorities to take action to address 
the rising number of incidents of violence in schools, and would ensure 
that all teachers and education support staff are given the full support and 
the respect they deserve.” 
 
 
Mover:  Scottish Secondary Teachers’ Association 
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29. Pupil Violence and Indiscipline 
 
“That this Congress is alarmed by the findings of NASUWT research that 
demonstrates that a key concern of teachers about their jobs is the 
escalating issues of pupil indiscipline, including verbal and physical 
abuse.  
 
“Congress deplores the Government’s failure to ensure that employers 
respond appropriately to tackling pupil indiscipline and verbal and physical 
abuse of teachers and other staff.  
 
“Congress is appalled by the number of employers of teachers and other 
public service workers, who maintain that verbal and physical abuse are 
part of the job. 
 
“Congress applauds those teachers, and any other workers, who, with the 
support of their union, have taken industrial action to secure their 
entitlement to have their well-being and safety protected by their employer 
and to be treated with dignity at work. 
 
“Congress calls upon the Scottish Government to: 
 

• set national standards and expectations for tackling verbal and 
physical abuse by pupils; 

• increase the levels of investment in welfare and support services for 
children, young people and families; 

• ensure the availability of specialist alternative education provision 
and support for children and young people; and 

• take steps to end the culture of blaming teachers and other staff for 
pupil indiscipline.”  

 
 

 

Mover:  NASUWT 
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30. Mental Health of Teachers and Absence Management 

“That this Congress notes the Government’s commitment to addressing 
health and well-being of children and young people, but appears unable 
to offer the same commitment to the importance of teachers’ health and 
well-being. It is often reported that teaching is a demanding and stressful 
occupation. The number of teachers who are reporting work-related stress 
is increasing, yet the draconian absence management policies adopted 
by local authorities do little to recognise this view. The drive to reduce staff 
absence statistics by local authorities leads to a complete disregard for 
teachers’ health and well-being and adds to additional and unnecessary 
pressure for teachers.   
 
“Absence management policies are driven by corporate policies that are 
politically driven and not in the interest of its staff.  Many of these policies 
ride roughshod over the majority of staff, who have genuine reasons for 
absence and see genuine illness as a weakness.  
 
“Congress calls upon the Government and local authorities to ensure that 
all such procedures are reviewed and introduce flexibility, common sense 
and policies that value all teachers and ensure they receive appropriate 
support following periods of sickness.” 
 

Mover:  Scottish Secondary Teachers’ Association 
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31. Health and Safety in Educational Establishments 
 
“That this Congress notes with concern the poor state of health and safety 
in Scotland’s schools, colleges and universities.  
 
“Congress believes that workplaces should be safe and secure 
environments for all. 
 
“Congress also believes that the fact that school staff and students face 
risks to their health and safety on a daily basis is not taken seriously 
enough by employers or government who, too often, fail to act with regard 
to issues, such as the prevalence of asbestos in schools, poor pupil 
behaviour, contaminated sites and the poor state of repair of buildings.  
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to lobby the Scottish 
Government to: 
 

• require employers to conduct an audit of asbestos in schools, 
colleges and universities to inform a national strategic plan, with a 
view to eradicating it completely; 

• ensure adequate funding is available for maintenance and repair; 

• require all local authorities to have a school-specific, authority-wide 
health and safety committee; 

• ensure schools adopt a zero tolerance approach to violent and 
disruptive pupils; and 

• take steps to ensure the compliance of education workplaces with 
health and safety legislation.” 

 
 
Mover:  NASUWT 
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32. Introducing Media Literacy Education into the Scottish   
Curriculum 

 
“That this Congress notes that the recent UK General Election was 
marked by many examples of fake news, a phenomenon that is 
accelerated through the proliferation of social media. 
 
“The increasing extent to which fake news stories become accepted 
before they are debunked is a serious and growing threat to democracy. 
Citizens require accurate information upon which to base their decisions. 
Democracy flourishes upon access to accurate information, and withers 
when information is poisoned. 
 
“The NUJ has been organising a two-day course in media literacy skills in 
11 schools, called Media Skills in Schools. They will continue this 
important work where funding allows, but a small union does not have the 
resources to provide the more extensive education that is required. 
 
“Congress recognises the urgency of embarking on a programme of 
media literacy as a central part of our educational system. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the Scottish Government to consult with the 
teaching unions and other relevant bodies on introducing media literacy 
education into the Scottish curriculum.” 
 
 
Mover:                 National Union of Journalists 
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33. Skills 
 
“That this Congress notes that skilled employment is vital to our economy, 
often providing well paid and decent work. Congress also notes that the 
skills shortage in Scotland is costing Scottish organisations £352 million a 
year according to a report by the Open University.  
 
“Congress believes that, while Scotland has the best record within the UK 
nations with regard to employers investing in training, there is still much 
to be improved on, and that too many employers have favoured a low-skill 
business model. 
 
“Congress further believes that, with the changing world of work, some 
jobs are being automated and that the people working in those jobs will 
need to reskill to find new work. Congress also believes that trade unions 
have a responsibility to be at the forefront of campaigning for and securing 
better skills provision. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to:  
 

• lobby the Government for better skills provision including, but not 
limited to, free college courses for people who have left 
employment, increasing the amount of ringfenced money for training 
that can be accessed by local councils and the creation of new 
lifelong learning opportunities; 

• call on employers to recognise the importance of, and provide 
transferable skills, reskilling opportunities and well-paid 
apprenticeships; 

• work with local councils to increase the skills provision in their area; 

• push for more, and better paid apprenticeships; and 

• ensure all workers have access to skills-based learning and the 
opportunity to retrain.” 

 

Mover:  Community 
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Section 5 – Civil & Public Services 
 
34. Public Sector Pay 
 
“That this Congress notes that with the re-election of a Tory Government, 
the UK Government is likely to continue to cap civil service and related 
bodies’ pay awards at 1% to 1.5%, intensifying the devastating effect on 
our members’ standard of living. The consequences of this are already 
dire: average civil service pay will have fallen in value by over 20 per cent, 
according to our research.  
 
“Congress recognises that the Scottish Government Public Sector Pay 
Policy for 2019 again exceeded the Westminster pay cap. Whilst this was 
a welcome departure two years ago, the Scottish Government has failed 
in its commitment to pay restoration in 2019. It is not acceptable that 
Scottish Ministers are breaking promises which could address 10 years of 
real terms pay cuts due to austerity.  
 
“Congress reiterates its view that our demands for above inflation pay 
rises, a journey towards pay restoration, additional support for the lower 
paid and fully funded pay awards that are applied consistently are fair and 
reasonable. Congress continues to support the campaign to achieve 
those demands.  
 
“Congress also notes that, as a result of the UK General Election and the 
subsequent delay of the Westminster budget, the Scottish budget and 
related public sector pay policy is also delayed. 
 
“In the event that the Scottish Government’s public sector pay policy when 
published does not address our fair and reasonable demands, Congress 
calls on the STUC General Council to coordinate a public sector pay 
campaign for above-inflation pay increases for all public sector workers, 
including: 
 

• coordinating of bargaining timetables and pay demands; 

• coordinating campaign activities; 

• issuing material to explain the need for the pay rises; and 

• sharing information about ballots and industrial action.” 
 
Mover:  Public & Commercial Services Union 
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35. Public Sector Pay 

 
“That this Congress notes the position taken on civil service and public 
sector pay by the Scottish Government in both 2018 and 2019, and 
welcomes the positive difference to that taken by the Westminster 
Government which has continued an austerity approach to pay for our 
members. 
 
“However, the welcome is a cautious one only as the Scottish Government 
is not fulfilling its commitment to restore public sector pay to pre-2010 
levels in real terms. Moreover, by dividing the workforce with an artificial 
salary level of £36,500 and making differential payments, the Scottish 
Government not only fails to make good its restoration promise, but 
continues the erosion of civil service pay and creates a culture of 
‘deserving’ and ‘non-deserving’ civil servants, when the reality is that all 
civil servants should be valued for their work and commitment to the 
governance of Scotland. 
 
“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to continue to campaign 
publicly and privately with Ministers and MSPs for the Scottish 
Government to honour its commitment to restore civil service pay for all 
civil servants.” 
 
 

 

Mover:  Prospect 
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36. Addressing Low Pay 

“That this Congress commends the positive steps taken by Scottish 
Government to address the low pay of Scottish Prison Officers and 
encourage the same positive approach to be taken with regards to other 
public sector and civil service workers. Encouraging a clear movement 
away from pay caps and increases to minimum thresholds will significantly 
impact on the lives of middle-income families, who have endured lower 
increases year on year than many of their workplace colleagues.” 
 

 

Mover:  POA Scotland 
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37. Ongoing Pay Cohesion across the Scottish Public Sector 
 
“That this Congress notes the pay disparity which exists between staff 
employed in the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS) and 
those employed in similar jobs within Scottish Government.  The work 
undertaken by staff in COPFS is important, complex, and often 
harrowing.  It is also work carried out under intense public scrutiny and 
accountability, working with victims and witnesses to serve and protect 
Scotland’s communities. 
  
“Improved, fair pay has been a long-term priority for FDA in COPFS, but 
the progress of previous years was frustrated by the 2010 public sector 
pay freeze and the subsequent pay cap.  FDA has highlighted consistently 
to Scottish Ministers that this is not a financial issue, but one of value and 
worth. 
  
“If COPFS is to recruit and retain sufficient staff of the necessary calibre 
to deliver its services, then the pay levels in COPFS must be fair and 
comparative with other parts of Scottish Government. 
 
“Congress believes that the impact of comparatively low pay has affected 
the wellbeing and morale of COPFS staff. 
 
“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to support the FDA 
‘Equal Value Equal Worth’ campaign and calls on the Scottish 
Government to ensure: 
 

• sufficient funding is allocated to COPFS in order to deliver pay parity 
for their staff in 2020; and 

• a sustainable mechanism is agreed to deliver ongoing pay cohesion 
across the Scottish public sector, to ensure that the value of any 
settlement is not eroded in future.” 

 
 
Mover:  FDA 
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38. Pensions 
 
“That this Congress agrees that every worker is entitled to financial 
security in retirement. Financial security requires a decent state pension 
augmented by a good occupational pension. 
 
“Congress notes the continued closure of Defined Benefit (DB) pension 
schemes across the private sector and their replacement with inferior 
Defined Contribution (DC) schemes.  
 
“DB schemes provide workers with a guaranteed pension on retirement 
and usually offer far better benefits than DC schemes relative to the 
worker’s financial contribution. The benefits accrued in DC schemes 
cannot be predicted, as they are determined by the performance of stock 
markets during the employee’s working life. These are uncertain and 
insecure by their nature, with the risk transferred from the employer to the 
worker.  
 
“Congress also notes with concern that the Scottish Government has 
refused to guarantee that public sector workers will have access to DB 
pension schemes and, in the case of the newly launched Scottish National 
Investment Bank, intends to offer staff an inferior and insecure DC 
pension scheme. Not only does that violate Fair Work principles, it leaves 
workers at risk in their old age. It might even increase the need for society 
to provide support for workers whose pensions fail. 
 
“The Scottish Government should be an exemplar employer. Instead, they 
have opened the door to the worst practices in the private sector in relation 
to occupational pensions. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to press the 
Scottish Government to guarantee that all workers employed in the 
devolved Scottish public sector will have access to a secure DB pension 
scheme.” 
 
Mover:  Public & Commercial Services Union 
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39. Pensions  
 
“That this Congress commends the FBU on its resolve in challenging 
discriminatory changes to the Firefighters’ Pension Scheme, and on 
behalf of hundreds of thousands of trade union members across the public 
sector in Scotland that will benefit as a result, thanks them wholeheartedly 
for leading that fight.   
 
“Congress condemns the Governments that imposed these changes and 
expresses disgust at the continued refusal of the current Government to 
reopen negotiations around the over-charging of public sector pension 
scheme members, who continue to pay too much for the benefits they are 
accruing. 
 
“Congress reaffirms its commitment to a decent standard of living for all 
in retirement and its opposition to increases in retirement age, both those 
currently legislated for and those mooted, to test the water, by Tory 
leaning think tanks. 
 
“Congress recognises that the implementation of the remedy secured for 
public sector workers by the FBU cannot come too soon and calls on the 
STUC General Council to: 
 

• support affiliates in ensuring no undue delays in implementation of 
the age discrimination remedy; 

• demand the speedy reopening of negotiations in relation to the 
valuation of public sector pension schemes that led to members 
paying more than they should in recent years, cynically spiked by 
the Government to the detriment of workers; and 

• coordinate and lead campaigning work amongst affiliates and other 
interested parties, calling for the reversal of increases in retirement 
age and vigorously opposing any further increases in the age at 
which workers are able to access their pensions and retire.” 

 
 
Mover:  Dundee Trades Union Council 
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40. Future of Public Services and Funding 
 
“That this Congress recognises that adequate funding for public services 
is a prerequisite of a decent society.  
 
“Congress notes that the trend of the last decade has been one of 
austerity driven by Government at Westminster and passed on by Scottish 
Government at Holyrood.  
  
“Congress believes it is the role of government, at all levels, to be the 
champion of services, not the administrators of austerity.    
 
“Congress also notes the recent Jimmy Reid Foundation report, 
‘Additional revenue streams/sources of funding for the delivery of local 
government services’, and commends it as a useful starting point for a 
debate about proper funding of services.     
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the Scottish Government to: 
 

• use all of the powers at its disposal to increase the funding available 
for public services;  

• review its Small Business Bonus Scheme, and other reliefs from 
Non-Domestic Rates and abandon its determination to maintain 
business taxes in Scotland at the lowest level of anywhere in the 
UK; and 

• explore and encourage the refinance of PFI / PPP projects and other 
public body debt using prudential borrowing and bonds.”  

 
 
 
Mover:  UNISON Scotland 
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41. Crisis in the NHS 
 
“That this Congress notes with concern that the crisis in the Scottish NHS 
continues to worsen.  An increasing shortage of hospital doctors is leading 
to increase in waiting times in emergency departments and waiting for 
planned care also increased. 
 
“Sickness absence rates have increased dramatically. The annual total 
absence soared by nearly a fifth, from 11.6 million hours in 2016 to 13.7 
million hours in 2018 amid rising concern over a string of missed key 
waiting times’ targets. This included a rise of 71.6 percent at Scotland’s 
largest health board – NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde. Annual absences 
in the area increased from 2.4 million hours to 4.1 million hours in just 2 
years. Twelve of the 14 health boards cited ‘anxiety, stress, depression, 
other psychiatric illness’ as the most common cause of absence. 
 
“The Royal College of Physicians has also said a shortage of doctors is 
jeopardising patient safety, and rota gaps are pushing NHS staff to 
‘breaking point’. 
 
“Medical Locum Agency spend increased from £67m in 2014 to over 
£98m in 2019. 
 
“During 2019, the number of consultants, associate specialists and 
doctors in training has fallen in Scotland.  HCSA recognises that there has 
been an increase in early retirements brought about by punitive HMRC 
regulations, and there is evidence that some doctors recruited 
internationally are returning to their countries of origin. 
 
“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to engage with the 
Scottish Government, to raise the concerns of NHS unions, alongside 
health unions, and seek a commitment to address the current and growing 
crisis in our NHS.” 
 
 
Mover:  Hospital Consultants & Specialists Association 
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42. Campaign to Rescue the NHS 
  
“That this Congress notes that 6 out of 14 territorial NHS Boards in 
Scotland are in some form of ‘special measures’ with NHS Greater 
Glasgow & Clyde, facing questions over infection control at the Queen 
Elizabeth University Hospital and the Royal Hospital for Children; NHS 
Highland is still to implement all of the recommendations of the Sturrock 
Review into the bullying and cover-up culture and failure to make their 
agreed financial savings; NHS Tayside faces questions over 
chemotherapy prescribing and financial mismanagement after charity 
funds were used to pay for IT costs; NHS Lothian have been unable to 
open their new Royal Hospital for Sick Children, which is already 7 years 
late; whilst NHS Lanarkshire were accused last year of being complicit in 
efforts to break strike action by outsourced facilities’ workers at University 
Hospital Hairmyres.   
 
“In 2018, Audit Scotland described the position of NHS Scotland as not 
financially sustainable, with a projected £1.8 billion shortfall in health and 
social care funding by 2023/24.  Many NHS Boards are already reliant on 
brokerage bailouts to cover day-to-day spending and half of all savings in 
2018/19 rely upon non-recurring changes.  Winter pressures on hospital 
services now regularly last well into Spring and temporary buildings are 
being erected at some hospitals to relieve pressure on struggling A+E 
departments, and the 12 week waiting time guarantee has been broken 
more than 250,000 times, since being enacted into law by the Scottish 
Parliament.   
 
“The Scottish Government claims to be ‘protecting’ Scotland’s NHS, but 
the reality is that our NHS needs rescuing, not protecting, with NHS 
workers bearing the brunt of a service in crisis, whilst also receiving one 
of the worst pay deals in the Scottish public sector. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls for a new STUC campaign to rescue the NHS 
ahead of the 2021 Scottish Parliamentary elections.” 
 
 
Mover:  GMB Scotland   
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43. Health Professionals - Education and Training 

 
“That this Congress welcomes the Scottish Government’s transformative 
agenda for primary care, which seeks to expand access to health 
professionals and multi-professional teams in community settings. This 
will mean improved direct access and self-referral to more professionals, 
including physiotherapists, occupational therapists, podiatrists, and 
others. 
 
“Congress notes that, in addition to expanding the capacity of the 
workforce to meet demand, it is essential that staff have access to 
education and training to take on advanced roles in community settings, 
such as physiotherapy first contact practitioner roles, to take on 
musculoskeletal appointments in GP settings. 
 
“Congress believes that all health professional groups must be supported 
and funded to undertake education and training, in order to take on 
advanced roles in community settings, where there is clear demand for 
such roles and benefit to people’s healthcare.  
 
“Congress resolves to support equitable funding for the provision of 
education and training for the full multi-professional team delivering 
community health and social care services.” 
 
 
Mover:  Chartered Society of Physiotherapists 
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44. Addressing the Health and Social Care Workforce Challenges 
for Allied Health Professionals (AHPs) 

 
“That this Congress notes that In December 2019, the Scottish 
Government and COSLA, published the Integrated Health and Social 
Care Workforce Plan for Scotland, identifying a number of key themes.  
Health and Social Care is currently facing workforce challenges in terms 
of supply, recruitment and retention of staff. 
 
“For Allied Health Professionals, the challenges identified include the 
need to increase the AHP workforce across Scotland by 1500 WTE, over 
the next ten years, mitigate any impact from the number of the existing 
AHP workforce approaching retirement and the increase in the number of 
vacancies, within Podiatry, Physiotherapy, Speech and Language 
Therapy, Dietetics, Occupational Therapy and Radiography. 
 
“Similar challenges, which affect AHPs, have previously been identified 
through the Scottish Terms and Conditions Working For Longer Group.  
These include the complexities of managing multi-generational teams, 
providing a supportive work environment for those experiencing chronic ill 
health conditions, retention of staff with significant knowledge, skills and 
experience, supporting flexible working, support for staff to plan for their 
future, adapt and respond to the increasing needs to work differently and 
promote a positive working culture, which ensures all staff feel valued and 
respected. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• enter into discussions with the Scottish Government to develop 
support in partnership for Health and Social Care, to address 
existing and forecasted workforce challenges; and 

• continue to campaign to raise the awareness of the Scottish 
Government to the importance of addressing workforce challenges 
for Health and Social Care staff, acknowledging the multi- 
generational needs and investment in resources to support this.” 

 
 
 
Mover:  The College of Podiatry 
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45. Perinatal Women in the Criminal Justice System 
 
“That this Congress notes that women, who are pregnant or have caring 
responsibilities, are being imprisoned at an unacceptable frequency for 
primarily (82 per cent) non-violent offences. In Scotland, 75% were 
serving a sentence of six months or less. Successive studies show poor 
outcomes for pregnant women in prison. Incarcerated women are more 
likely to book late for antenatal care, or have their care disrupted, not 
receive adequate food and nutrition and have premature or small-for-
dates babies.  
 
“Imprisoning a mother disrupts not only her life, but destabilises the lives 
of her children. A growing body of literature highlights that separation of 
mothers from their babies is exceptionally distressing for women and can 
affect their mental health and wellbeing in prison and have lasting effects 
on their children. In Scotland, only 17 per cent of children whose mothers 
are in prison live with their fathers. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to call for: 
 

• a specific Prison Service Instruction to be developed for perinatal 
women, which covers every women’s prison in the UK, taking a First 
1001 days’ approach; and 

• all UK women’s prisons to implement the Birth Companions’ Birth 
Charter in full and without delay.” 

 
 
 
Mover:  Royal College of Midwives 
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46. Funding in the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service 
 
“That this Congress is concerned at the ongoing year on year cuts in the 
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) that are impacting on firefighter 
jobs, training for employees and the service provided to the people of 
Scotland, due to the increase in response times of when a fire appliance 
attends an emergency incident. 
 
“The removal of duplication from the merger of the eight former fire and 
rescue services into one national fire and rescue service have mitigated 
some of the effects of the funding reductions, but these have been 
exhausted. 
 
“These budget reductions, over a period of years, are continuing to impact 
on the frontline. This has resulted in: 
 

• a 15% reduction in firefighter jobs since 2013; 
• a loss of 5 emergency operational fire control rooms from eight to 

three; and 

• a reduction in staffing levels to adequately crew all of the fire 
appliances all of the time. 

 
“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to lobby the Scottish 
Government to raise these concerns and campaign for ongoing 
investment into the SFRS budget that will provide future financial 
settlements. This is to ensure the frontline is protected as was promised 
by the Scottish Government at the introduction of a single Fire and Rescue 
Service.”  
 
Mover:  Fire Brigades Union Scotland 
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47. Employee Representation on the Boards of Public Bodies 
 
“That this Congress recognises the crucial and valued role that public 
boards play in providing advice, guidance and leadership in the provision 
and delivery of our public services. That role is more crucial than ever 
before and has never been subject to more public scrutiny and 
accountability.  No part of the public sector has been immune to the 
devastating impact of the ideologies of austerity and the consequences of 
the reform agenda.  The negative impact on the working and private lives 
of many of our members cannot be overstated. 
 
“As trade unions, who represent the interests of workers within our own 
professions and workplaces, we need to be confident and reassured that 
those boards and their members are meeting our expectations and not 
just those of the Government Minister, who may appoint them, or the 
parliamentary committees, who oversee and scrutinise their performance.   
 
“Decisions made at board level often have significant consequences 
further down the organisation and impact on those most vulnerable.  
Those employees need to be heard and their concerns addressed.  Trade 
unions offer the collective voice that will be heard - a voice that can inform, 
advise and influence.   
 
“However, in order to successfully represent our members and maximise 
that voice, we need to ensure we have the ability to engage fully with all 
those within our organisations who are tasked with shaping and setting 
the pay, terms and conditions of our members.   
 
“One of the ways in which we do that is via full engagement and 
participation in the various forums open to us for this purpose.  That should 
include our boards.  We need direct representation within those boards.  
In short, we need a seat at the table. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to continue the 
good work it already does and support it already provides for increased 
employee representation on our public boards, so that workers can 
genuinely influence and shape their own workplaces, terms, conditions 
and professions.”  
 
Mover:  Fire Brigades Union Scotland 
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48. Meaningful Public Sector Employment for People with 
Disabilities  

 
“That this Congress notes that the Scottish Government published ‘A 
Fairer Scotland For Disabled People’, in 2016.  It outlines a delivery plan 
to 2021 for the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities and contains 5 Ambitions and 93 Actions to support over a 
million disabled people in Scotland.  
 
“One of these 5 Ambitions is employment, and a number of actions are 
laid out to address gaps in employment between disabled people and the 
rest of the working age population. Disabled people make up 20% of the 
population, yet make up just 11% of the private sector workforce and 
11.7% of the public sector workforce.  
 
“Disabled adults are often unable to get a foot on the ladder.  Despite 
actions to tackle this, progress seems slow and information and support 
is not reaching those who need it. This is compounded by cuts to local 
government funding, impacting on the availability of advice and support 
staff.  
 
“Disabled people gaining work report that the support is not in place to 
sustain employment and the awareness of existing support schemes, 
such as Access to Work, need to improve.  Employers who use long term 
conditions and resultant absence rates as a reason to terminate 
employment against the person’s wishes should also be held to account.  
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to lobby the 
Scottish Government to work with COSLA and other public sector bodies 
to act now to improve the employment prospects of disabled adults.  We 
seek a specific commitment for the public sector to commit a percentage 
of overall employment, and fair paid, meaningful work to be set aside for 
disabled people, who currently receive PIP or legacy benefits and who 
want to work. We recognise that this will require improved linkage to 
Access to Work and other schemes that can support and maintain this 
employment.” 
 
Mover:  Annual STUC Disabled Workers’ Conference 
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49. Asbestos Related Illness 
 
“That this Congress expresses serious concern about the high number of 
people in Scotland that are diagnosed each year with asbestos related 
illness. 
 
“Congress calls upon the Scottish Government to develop a legislative 
programme that works towards the safe removal and disposal of asbestos 
from all public buildings in Scotland.  
 
“Congress also supports the campaign work of the Scottish charity ‘Action 
on Asbestos’ (formerly Clydeside Action on Asbestos) and encourages all 
STUC affiliated unions and Trades Union Councils to familiarise 
themselves with their campaign work and support their good work in 
providing advice and support to the victims of asbestos exposure.” 
 
 
 
Mover:  Aberdeen Trades Union Council 
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Section 6 – Trade Union & Employment Rights 
 
50. Care Work as a Political Issue 
 
“That this Congress notes the response of the Scottish Government to last 
year’s publication of the Fair Work Convention’s Social Care Inquiry 
Report and the establishment of the Fair Work in Social Care 
Implementation Group, to further examine how to develop  and  agree  
appropriate minimum  contract  standards  for  the  provision  of  publicly-
funded  social  care services and to improve terms and conditions in the 
sector. 
 
“Congress further notes that the sector, which employs more than 
200,000, mostly women workers, is in too many places notorious for low 
pay, low security, jobs with poor training, poor management, poor support 
and too often a culture of blaming care workers.  Audit Scotland projects 
a 48% increase in older people aged 75, and 64% over 85, from 2014 to 
2030, whilst also warning of a shortfall in health and social care £1.8 billion 
funding by 2023/24. 
 
“Ahead of the Scottish Parliament elections in 2021, Congress calls for 
redoubled efforts from STUC to raise the profile of care work as a political 
issue and to press for faster progress towards sectorial bargaining in the 
sector.”   
 
 
Mover:  GMB Scotland 
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51. Social Care Workers 
 
“That this Congress calls on the STUC General Council to lobby the 
Scottish Government to set up collective bargaining arrangements 
covering all not for profit sector and private sector care workers in 
Scotland. 
 
“Congress further calls on the STUC General Council to lobby the Scottish 
Government to ensure that the minimum wage for social care workers is, 
in reality £9.30, the Scottish Living Wage, from May 2020. The Scottish 
Government must ensure that the money is made available to local 
authorities to fully fund the increase in the hourly rate, including those 
workers who are part of Self Directed Support funding arrangements.” 
 
 
Mover:  Edinburgh Trades Union Council 
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52. Insecurity, Disadvantage and Exploitation in Work and Welfare 
 
“That this Congress believes that young people experience specific forms 
of insecurity in their lives, compared to other age groups, be it in their 
workplaces or within the welfare system. 
 
“With under 25s being four times more likely to be in insecure work such 
as zero hour, temporary or short fixed-term contracts, as well as facing 
age wage disparities, it is clear that young workers are being exploited.  
 
“Young people also experience disproportionate levels of insecurity in 
housing. Over the last twenty years, the proportion of young people living 
in private rented accommodation has more than tripled to 41%.  
 
“The social security system also penalises young people. Universal 
Credit, Housing Benefit, Tax Credits and Jobseeker’s Allowance all 
provide lower payments and less support to young people, who are also 
more likely to have a benefit sanctioned if they are a job seeker. 
 
“Congress acknowledges that all these issues increase insecurity for 
young people in Scotland, putting them at significant disadvantage and at 
risk of exploitation.  
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to:  
 

• continue to put pressure on the UK Government to end precarious 
working practices such, as zero hour contracts, temporary work and 
age wage disparities;  

• put pressure on the UK Government to introduce a statutory right to 
a contract of at least 16 hours, to raise the minimum wage and 
equalise it for young people, and make workers’ rights enforceable 
from day one of employment;  

• put pressure on the Scottish Government to commit to a large-scale 
new programme to build more affordable social housing for young 
people to rent; and  

• campaign for a social security system that gives young people the 
same payments and equal support as people of other ages and 
encourage the Scottish Campaign on Rights to Social Security to 
support this.” 

 
 
Mover:  Annual STUC Youth Conference 
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53.    Survey into Pay Inequality of Freelance and Precarious Workers  
 
“That this Congress welcomes the recent publication of the STUC Report 
‘Time, Control, Trust: Collectivising In Precarious Work’, and also 
recognises the ground-breaking work in organising freelance and 
precarious workers carried out by many member unions over the years.  
 
“Congress notes, however, that despite the growing body of evidence on 
unequal pay that has emerged in recent years, there is still very little data 
on how issues of inequality in pay and conditions play out among 
freelance and precarious workers. 
 
“Congress also notes that while pay in the freelance and precarious sector 
is more difficult to track than staff salaries, there is substantial anecdotal 
evidence that many of the factors that bear down on female pay in staff 
jobs – including traditional practices in the allocation and valuing of work, 
negative attitudes to women who try to negotiate better rates, and 
women’s consequent reluctance to raise the matter of pay – bear at least 
as heavily on female freelance workers as on those in staff positions. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls upon the STUC General Council to work 
together with relevant member unions to conduct a survey into differential 
rates of pay for similar work among freelance and precarious workers, with 
a view to raising awareness of the issue among both members and 
employers, and encouraging better practice in ensuring equal pay for 
women doing equal work, across all sectors of the economy.” 
 
 
Mover:                National Union of Journalists 
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54. National Performing Arts Companies 

 “That this Congress notes that Scotland is unique in the countries of the 
United Kingdom in the way it funds its National Performing Arts 
Companies.  They are all directly funded by the Scottish Government and 
not through Creative Scotland.  
  
“In the ten years that this has been the case (2009-2019), the pay rates 
of performers have fallen far behind inflation, due to the Companies 
having to comply with public sector pay restraint. This compares with 
significant rises for the lowest paid on the Equity Agreement for 
Subsidised Theatre over the period 2010-20, which is the industry 
standard agreement for theatres funded by Creative Scotland. 
  
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to support a 
review of the funding model for the National Companies to find out why 
pay rises have fallen behind other companies.”  
 
 
Mover:  Equity 
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55. Fair Working/Reasonable Adjustments 
 
“That this Congress notes that one in five of the population has a disability 
of some kind. Congress believes that changing the attitudes of employers 
is crucial, to ensure that people requiring adjustments at work are enabled 
to exercise their right to work and to progress in their job. 
 
“As the largest employers in many parts of Scotland, local authorities and 
the NHS have a particular responsibility for supporting the employment of 
disabled people and for ensuring equal access to services by children and 
adults with a disability. However, discriminatory attitudes must be 
challenged throughout the economy with both private and public sector 
employers, to ensure fairness at work for workers with a disability. 
Reasonable adjustments are a legal entitlement not a favour, and 70% of 
adjustments involve no cost. What they do require is a change of mindset 
by employers.  
 
“Congress welcomes the growing profile of the menopause as an 
occupational health issue and the success of affiliates in achieving 
menopause policies in many workplaces. Reasonable adjustments can 
alleviate the impact of the working environment on peri-menopausal and 
menopausal symptoms and improve the quality of women’s working lives.  
 
“The STUC is in a position to influence the thinking of employers across 
Scotland including national government.   
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to:  
 

• raise fairness at work and the legal requirement for reasonable 
adjustments with public and private sector employers and 
employers’ organisations, including in the context of 
apprenticeships and training for young people;  

• promote the profile of the menopause at work as an occupational 
health issue requiring reasonable adjustments in the workplace; and 

• discuss with the Ministers for Equalities and for Business, Fair Work 
and Skills, how the Scottish Government can promote best practice 
by employers for workers with disabilities as part of the Fair Work 
agenda.” 

 
Mover:  UNISON Scotland 
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56. Pregnancy and Parenting in the Live Music Sector 
 
“That this Congress notes that pregnancy and parenting are stigmatised 
in the live music sector. Promoters’ negative and discriminatory attitudes 
push musicians to hide pregnancy or delay disclosing it in a bid to avoid 
losing work. Furthermore, as freelance self-employed workers, many 
musicians have less access to childcare and financial support, due to the 
precarious nature of their work - the current system of Maternity Allowance 
for the self-employed often places the entire burden of childcare onto 
mothers, reinforcing gender inequalities at home and work.  
 
“This has negative implications for musicians’ work opportunities and 
health. Parents are questioned about the need to bring children on tour, 
and venues and accommodation are often not child-friendly.  Some UK 
and international opportunities for work (e.g. showcases, touring, arts 
funding, short-term projects) also require artists to provide 2 years of 
active work history, without which the artist is less likely to get work. This 
disadvantages those who have taken career breaks to facilitate parenting 
and hinders their return to work. These issues cause undue stress to 
pregnant musicians and new parents, which can have additional adverse 
effects on their health, again further hindering their return to work.  
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to:  
 

• campaign to raise awareness of support systems available to 
prospective parents, e.g. Government Maternity Allowance; 

• lobby the Government to extend Shared Parental Pay to self-
employed workers; 

• lobby the Government to introduce a paternal/parental allowance for 
those who don’t qualify for statutory pay; and 

• promote and support the Parental Pay Equality Campaign.” 
 
 
Mover:             Musicians’ Union 
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57.   Equality and Diversity in the Workplace: Urgent Action   
 
‘‘That this Congress calls for the STUC and its affiliates to urgently 
increase efforts to develop plans to tackle workplace Equality and 
Diversity issues. This should happen through direct employer 
engagement, training in workplaces and awareness raising across the 
movement.   
 
‘‘Action is needed, as the face of the modern workplace has significantly 
changed in 10 years with the most vulnerable workers - Black, disabled 
and young - bearing most of the negative focus of unscrupulous 
workplaces and efficiency strategies.   
 
‘‘At the current time, it is critical to highlight the responsibilities of 
employers and organisations to all members of their workforce, but 
particularly those from a 'protected characteristic' as described under the 
Equality Act 2010. This legislation sits alongside other Acts that exist to 
ensure fairness, protection from harm/abuse and accountability. All too 
often, these principles are flouted in the workplace, replaced by tick boxes.   
 
‘‘Equality and diversity in the workplace are critical, now more than ever, 
as unfettered pockets of homophobia, racism, nationalism, populism, 
extremism and Islamophobia are a daily reality for many. Our own 
movement is not untouched by these influences. As an employer, this 
motion asks that the trade union movement leads by example in setting a 
roadmap towards best practice to achieve equality for our diverse 
workforces.   
 
‘‘There is a significant responsibility for all employers to implement 
practices, policy and procedure that are fit for purpose. The trade union 
movement is well placed to bring about meaningful change for workers. 
Along with the Black Workers’ Committee, many affiliates have ongoing 
activity around fair work and equality at work.   
 
‘‘It has become clear that workplace equality will become even more 
challenged as the UK now leaves the European Union. 
 
“Congress asks the STUC General Council to step up efforts to bring 
about real action that changes lives.’’   
 
Mover:  Annual STUC Black Workers’ Conference 
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58. Tory Proposals to Attack Rail Workers’ Right to Strike  
 
“That this Congress condemns the UK Government’s intention to 
introduce a requirement for ‘minimum service levels’ during strike action 
on the railways, which are designed to stop rail workers from taking 
effective industrial action and assist rail employers in driving down 
conditions and preventing action to defend safety and accessibility, such 
as that taken in the disputes over driver only trains. 
 
“This anti-trade union legislation follows decades of anti-trade union laws, 
including the 2016 Trade Union Act’s ballot thresholds for transport and 
public sector workers. 
 
“The reality is most disputes with train operating companies are prolonged 
by clauses in rail franchise agreements that allow companies to be bailed 
out by the Government for loss of revenue arising from industrial action, 
meaning companies have no financial incentive to settle. Far from 
improving industrial relations, introducing a requirement for minimum 
service levels is likely to lead to the increased calling of official action and 
also large-scale unofficial action.  
 
“Congress believes there is absolutely no doubt the Tories will seek to 
extend the requirement to provide minimum services to other sectors as 
part of their long-standing agenda to weaken trade unions. This is a fight 
that affects all affiliates, not just the rail unions.  
 
“Congress welcomes the opposition of the Scottish Government to 
minimum service levels and calls on the STUC to work with all affiliates, 
the TUC and Scottish Government to explore all avenues for the broadest 
possible campaign and for the Scottish Government to challenge UK 
Government’s proposals, including withholding legislative consent. 
 
“Finally, Congress notes that following intensive campaigning by the rail 
unions, the Scottish Government has decided not to extend the Abellio 
ScotRail Franchise Contract past 2022. Congress now calls for firm 
assurances from the Scottish Government that it is committed to running 
Scotland’s railway in the public sector.”  
 
Mover:  National Union of Rail, Maritime 
   & Transport Workers  
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59. Right to Strike 
 
“That this Congress calls upon the STUC to pressure the Scottish 
Government to publicly recognise and affirm the people of Scotland's right 
to strike, in accordance with ILO Convention 87, the European Social 
Charter 1961, and the European Court of Human Rights. 
 
“Congress recognises that: 
 

• citizens of Scotland and the UK do not have a right to strike, only a 
‘right’ that, following a successful and difficult ballot process, to have 
any dismissal on the basis of strike action automatically declared 
unfair at a subsequent tribunal for twelve weeks; 

• workers in Scotland should be free to exercise the right to strike in 
appropriate circumstances, including when business is impacted by 
anti-worker action taken by other employers in the same supply 
chain or industry; 

• industrial action is never a decision taken lightly, and only after the 
hard work put in by trade unionists to seek resolutions; and 

• though labour law remains largely a reserved matter, there are 
actions that the Scottish Government can take to identify and 
implement a programme for enhancing the rights of workers that 
exceeds that which the UK Government provides, elaborated upon 
in the Charter of Workers’ Rights produced by the Institute of 
Employment Rights, and supported by Richard Leonard at STUC 
Congress 2019. 

 
“Congress resolves to: 
 

• declare publicly that the people of Scotland should have the right 
to strike per ECHR and ILO rulings; 

• lobby the Scottish Parliament to publicly recognise and affirm this 
right, whether or not legislation opposing it is within their 
competence to overturn; 

• lobby the Scottish Parliament to fight for further labour laws to be 
devolved to Scotland such that this right can be enshrined in law; 
and 

• stand in solidarity with workers in the CWU and RMT whose right 
to strike is being attacked by the UK Government.” 

 
Mover:  Glasgow Trades Union Congress 
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60. Workplace Rights - An Economic Priority  
 
“That this Congress notes that tackling the inequality that exists in this 
society depends on not just lessening the wealth gap that exists, where 
the top 10 per cent of households now take home about a third of all 
income, and own two-thirds of all wealth, but the imbalances in power that 
currently exist in society. Very strong evidence exists showing that the 
decline in trade union organisation since the1970s coincides with the 
share of national wealth going to earned income. Anti-trade union laws 
and a failure of legislation lead to injustice and unions fettered in 
organised workplaces and also unable to represent and organise 
particularly in non-traditional work situations. 
  
“Congress believes that the IER Charter of Workers’ Rights for Scotland 
sets out a concise case and course of action within the Scottish 
Parliament to redress the balance of power within the workplace. 
  
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
  

• support and publicise the Charter and work for its implementation 
by the Scottish Government;  

• support the proposals for a Cabinet level Secretary for Labour with 
a full department implementing the rights’ proposals;  

• support the proposals to establish a register of employers, which 
commits to the Charter and the creation of a machinery for reporting 
and monitoring compliance by these employers based on ILO 
models; 

• support the proposals for the provisions of the Charter to be a 
mandatory relevant consideration in procurement and licensing 
situations; and 

• support the Charter demand for the urgent roll out of a programme 
of sectoral collective bargaining.”  

 
 
Mover:  Clydebank Trades Union Council 
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61. Mental Health in the Construction and Building Industry 

“That this Congress notes the serious issues faced within the construction 
and building industry through mental health issues. Male site workers in 
construction are 3 times more likely to commit suicide than the average 
UK male.  This shocking statistic is a vivid reminder of the difficulties faced 
by many working in the construction and building industry every day.   
 
“National statistics have found that those working in the construction and 
building trades made up 13.2% of in-work suicides recorded, despite 
construction accounting for little over 7% of the UK workforce. 
 
“The construction and building industry lifestyle is undoubtedly both 
challenging and stressful.  Long demanding working hours, working away 
from home on site for weeks at a time and the insecurity in the industry, 
particularly following Carillion’s recent collapse, are just some of the 
factors contributing to mental health issues. 
 
“In a predominately male workforce, the ‘tough guy’ image widespread in 
the construction industry pressures against asking for help and opening 
up about emotions, leading to many suffering in silence. 
 
“Congress welcomes actions by unions, such as Unite, offering support 
and providing mental health awareness training. 
 
“However, Congress believes that we must have improvements in how 
employers and the Scottish Government, through its Fair Work agenda, 
are tackling the causes of work related stress, including the rise in 
insecure work, the fall in real wages and the frequent removal of sick pay, 
which are all factors contributing to the mental health crisis. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to campaign to ensure that 
the Scottish Government and employers take action to address the mental 
health implications of poor employment conditions, conduct risk 
assessments, identify risk factors and address the underlying causes of 
mental health issues.” 
 

Mover:  Unite the Union 
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62. Mental Health 
 
“That this Congress notes that according to research, more people are in 
work with a mental health condition than ever before, across all 
workplaces and all ages. 
 
“Congress recognises that there is increasing awareness of mental health 
issues among affiliates. 
 
“Congress also notes the positive steps which many unions have taken in 
relation to supporting members with mental health issues. 
 
“Congress agrees that this positive work should be consolidated in the 
following ways: 
 

• affiliates should ensure that as many reps as possible have some 
training on mental health at work issues; 

• affiliates should continue to network with other affiliates to share 
knowledge and good practice; and 

• affiliates should consider training one or two people in each branch 
or area to be mental health champions.” 

 
 

 
 

Mover:  Kilmarnock & Loudoun Trades Union Council  
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63. Roving Union Safety Reps 
 

“That this Congress notes that two industries in particular, agriculture and 
construction, have far higher rates of injuries and fatalities at work than 
other industries. 
 
“Despite the existence of Scottish collective bargaining in agriculture and 
industrial bargaining agreements in construction, many workplaces are 
unorganised, together with precariously employed agency workers, or 
those in tied housing, who are placed under pressure to comply with 
unsafe working practices to keep a wage or a house. 
 
“Congress recognises that health and safety legislation is currently 
reserved to Westminster and believes that, along with employment law 
generally, it should be devolved to further empower the Scottish 
Parliament to legislate on these matters. 
 
“However, even in the absence of full powers over health and safety 
legislation, Congress believes that the Scottish Parliament can still move 
forward now in improving employment conditions and health and safety at 
work. 
 
“Congress notes that the Fair Work agenda is said to be at the heart of 
Scottish Government policy and that the Scottish Government has stated 
that it wishes to encourage and promote trade unions, collective 
bargaining, secure work, reduced inequality and protection of health and 
safety. 
 
“Given the declared position of the Scottish Government – and the reality 
on the ground on construction and agricultural sites in particular – 
Congress urges the Scottish Government to provide resources to support 
the introduction and training of Roving Union Safety Reps across those 
industrial sectors with the highest injury and fatalities rates, as part of a 
wider approach to take the Fair Work agenda and improvements in health 
and safety into workplaces across Scotland.” 
 

Mover:  Unite the Union  
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64. Christmas and New Year Working 
 
“That this Congress is concerned that many workers in a range of sectors 
are not receiving a decent break from work over the Christmas and New 
Year holiday period.  
 
“Christmas Day trading legislation means that nearly all shops do not 
trade on Christmas Day.  However, many retail workers report that for 
them, Christmas is just a day off, not a holiday.  Long hours in the run-up 
to Christmas and early reopening on Boxing Day leaves many retail 
workers too exhausted and with insufficient time off to enjoy the Christmas 
holiday.  This also has an impact on workers in associated sectors, such 
as warehouse and distribution.  
 
“Congress notes the results of USDAW’s survey of retail and distribution 
workers in Scotland on New Year working, in which three-quarters of 
respondents said that they spend too little time with family and friends over 
New Year.  Almost three-quarters said they have come under pressure to 
work on New Year's Day or 2 January, and 40% do not receive any 
premium pay for working on New Year's Day.  
 
“Congress is disappointed that the Scottish Government has not enacted 
the part of the Christmas and New Year's Day Trading (Scotland) Act 
2007, which would prevent large shops from opening on New Year's Day. 
 
“Congress agrees that the STUC will support USDAW’s campaign for 
employers across Scotland to give workers a longer break over the 
Christmas and New Year period, including: 
 

• early closure on Christmas Eve and New Year's Eve; 

• closure on Christmas Day, Boxing Day, New Year's Day and 2 

January; and 

• no loss of pay for workers when stores are closed. 
 
“Congress also agrees to support USDAW’s campaign for the Scottish 
Government to fully enact the legislation, to ensure that large shops close 
on New Year's Day.” 
 
 
Mover: Union of Shop, Distributive & Allied Workers  
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65. Women Against State Pension Inequality (WASPI) 
 
“That this Congress recognises the injustice that 3.8 million WASPI 
women across the UK, including 340,000 in Scotland, have suffered due 
to the accelerated rises in the State Pension age. We believe in equality, 
but women born in the 1950s have faced crushing inequality and 
discrimination for most of their working lives: 
 

• in the 1950s, women fought for the right to a career and an 
education; 

• in the 1960s, women fought for birth control and the right to keep 
their own property and money after marriage; 

• in the 1970s, women fought for the right to keep their jobs when 
pregnant and for maternity pay; and 

• in the 1980s, women fought for equal pay, workplace pensions and 
the right to take out a loan or mortgage in their own name. 

 
“Congress notes that women’s State Pension age was raised by up to 6 
years with very little or, in some cases, no notice, resulting in a loss of 
pension earnings of up to £48,000 for WASPI women. Over their lifetime, 
women born in the 1950s will typically have earned £75,000 less than 
1950s born men. Pensions’ consultants calculate the UK gender pay gap 
as 16% and the gender pensions’ gap as 40%. In a recent report on 
poverty in the UK, UN Rapporteur, Philip Alston, specifically highlighted 
the plight of women born in the 1950s. 
 
“Congress believes that the ‘theft’ to their pensions is the start of a 
neoliberal agenda to attack the pensions of working people across the 
world. Our fight today will be your fight tomorrow. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• recognise the injustice and subsequent hardship currently affecting 
WASPI women;  

• support our campaign for a bridging pension and compensation; 
and 

• ensure trade union members are made aware of the campaign to 
enable those WASPI women still in the workplace to become 
actively involved.” 

 
Mover:   Cumbernauld & Kilsyth Trades Union Council 
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Section 7 – Trade Union Organisation 

 
66. A New Framework for Collective Bargaining 
 
“That this Congress notes that the TUC is working on a statement on 
collective bargaining, setting out proposals for regulatory reform to 
facilitate a step-change in collective bargaining coverage and we welcome 
this move.  
 
“The overall aim is to design bargaining machinery and rights that both set 
decent standards and strengthens union membership. 
 
“There is wide agreement among UK unions that raising collective 
bargaining coverage must go hand in hand with raising union 
membership. This will require a package of proposals to re-establish 
sectoral bargaining, strengthen workplace/enterprise bargaining and 
boost organising rights for unions. 
 
“As part of the proposals, Congress calls on the STUC General Council to 
secure a commitment from all Scottish parties and all MSPs, to ensure 
that any company that receives government funding or grants (taxpayers’ 
money) to help set up in Scotland, or to help through a troubled period, 
must have a union recognition agreement that supports collective 
bargaining with an independent trade union, which is affiliated to the 
STUC.” 
 
Mover:  Aegis the Union 
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67. Collectivism in Financial Services 
 
“That this Congress notes that the finance sector in Scotland is a key part 
of the economy. It directly employs over 100,000 workers in relatively 
good quality jobs. However, the sector is changing as more and more 
established providers transfer work and employees to third parties to 
administer.  
 
“The terms and conditions of many of these third parties are in no way 
comparable with the traditional businesses and they are often non-
unionised. There is a real danger that good quality jobs will disappear if 
we don’t protect them collectively.  
 
“In their place, we could find the types of precarious work found in other 
sectors like hospitality and retail. This would have a devastating impact 
on the Scottish economy and the pride of the people who work in financial 
services.  
 
“Since the financial crash in 2008, the culture of cost-cutting across the 
industry has hit an all-time high. There is now a significant risk of a ‘race 
to the bottom’ in terms of workers contractual rights to gain a competitive 
cost advantage, and collective bargaining is a vital part of preventing this.  
 
“Although the sector is large, union density is not and there is a danger 
that outsourcing is likely to lead to a further decline in membership unless 
we act.  
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to raise 
awareness of this issue with Scottish workers, employers and the Scottish 
Government and to establish: 
 

• how widespread this practice is in the Scottish finance sector; 

• the impact it has on collective bargaining and union membership; 
and  

• how the STUC can help unions in this sector seize the opportunities 
it creates.” 
 

 
Mover:  Aegis the Union 
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68. Unionisation in the Tech Industry 

 
“That this Congress notes that, despite being one of the fastest growing 
industries in the UK, the tech sector has one of the lowest densities of 
unionisation. Key issues in the sector are fair pay, transparent pay and 
promotion systems, tackling bullying and harassment and a long hours’ 
culture. Successful unionisation is a challenge, because large established 
tech organisations are openly hostile to trade unions and smaller 
companies and freelance work are barriers to organising.  
 
“There have been concerns expressed about how workers are affected 
when new technology is implemented in their workplace. However, 
software developers and tech workers are also making the design and 
development decisions that will shape the future or work. Diversity in this 
workforce is essential to avoid racial, gender and other biases being 
perpetuated in the design of new technology. 
 
“In 2020, the Scottish Government will consult on a new AI strategy - this 
is an opportunity for trade unions to use their voice and ensure that new 
developments in AI truly enhance and improve the wellbeing of Scotland’s 
people.  
 

“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to: 

 

• work with affiliates to campaign for action to improve diversity in the 
tech industry and support new initiatives in unionisation in the tech 
sector; and 

• engage with Scottish Government to:  
i) help counteract union hostility within tech companies and 

raise awareness of the Fair Work Framework within the tech 
sector;  

ii) ensure that some of the £1.3billion City Regional Deal 
funding for Edinburgh is used to give tech workers a 
stronger voice in the developments happening in their city;  

(iii) provide support to initiatives that improve diversity and 
inclusion in the tech sector; and 

• respond to the Scottish Government consultation on the AI strategy 
and ensure workers have a voice in how automation/technology 
shapes their own workplaces.” 

 

Mover:  Prospect 
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69. Trades Union Councils and Anti Austerity Campaigning 
 
“That this Congress notes the claims of Government that the years of 
austerity are over, due to the creation of a strong economy. However, 
there is nothing strong about an economy that sees foodbanks on the rise, 
homelessness increase, the growth in precarious work and rapacious 
private landlords exploiting tenants, especially our young.  
 
“Public services are being decimated, wages, pensions and benefits 
stagnating, while the super rich and big business have enjoyed years of 
tax cuts, with the gap between the elite 1% and the rest of us widening to 
record levels. 
 
“Congress recognises the election of a Tory Government with a large 
majority in Parliament means the extra parliamentary struggle gains 
importance, as part of a strategy to create the conditions to bring down 
this vicious anti-working class regime. 
 
“Congress believes one of the roles of Trades Union Councils is to take 
the policies of the trade union movement into local communities and win 
working class communities for the politics of our movement. In short, 
make the case for A People’s Alternative Economic and Political Strategy. 
 
“A first task of such organisation would be compelling the Scottish 
Government to use the current powers they have to mitigate the worst 
effects of Tory Government policy. 
 
“Congress maintains that working at the base where trust has been 
established, Trades Union Councils can link up with local trade union 
branches and shop stewards’ committees, and be effective in convincing 
workers and their communities of the need, and the possibilities, of 
winning a left alternative. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on affiliates to encourage close working at the 
grassroots through their branches, ensuring affiliation to their local Trades 
Union Councils, and most importantly making sure this is not a paper 
exercise by ensuring delegates attend these meetings.” 
 
 
Mover:  Clydebank Trades Union Council 
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70. Climate Change and Congress 

“That this Congress notes that: 

• the year 2019 was the second hottest on record for the planet’s 
surface, according to latest research and the data analysis reveals 
the scale of the climate crisis; 

• the past five years and the past decade are the hottest in 150 years; 

• addressing the climate crisis requires action by governments, but 
organisations also have a responsibility to act sustainably; and  

• every year, hundreds of delegates attend the annual STUC 
Congress from across Scotland.  

“Congress believes that: 

• the trade union movement must be at the forefront of addressing 
climate change;  

• the STUC and its affiliates must redouble their efforts to audit and 
address their environmental impact; and  

• the STUC Congress should audit the STUC Congress event and 
ensure that we optimise efforts to reduce both harm to the 
environment and carbon emissions.  

“Congress resolves to: 

• ensure as far as is possible that waste from STUC Annual Congress 
is reduced to a minimum, re-used or recycled, with recycling points 
clearly marked for delegates; 

• ensure, in particular, that the use of plastics should be recyclable, 
and single use plastics should be prevented;   

• ensure that food, water and energy resources for STUC Annual 
Congress are used efficiently with as little waste as possible; and 

• use guidance on sustainable event management from organisations 
such, as Zero Waste Scotland, for future events, and publish 
changes and ways that delegates can support the sustainability of 
the event.” 

 
 

Mover:  Chartered Society of Physiotherapists 
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Section 8 – Equality & Social Justice 
 
71. Poverty and its Disproportionate Impact on Women  
 
“That this Congress acknowledges that the effects of poverty are 
pervasive and long lasting, and that women are more likely to live in 
poverty than men: most women still earn less than men, have lower 
incomes over a lifetime and are more likely to live in poverty in old age. 
Almost half of single parents, mostly women, are living in poverty.  
 
“Congress notes that women are disproportionally concentrated in low-
paying industries, including cleaning, cashiering, caring, catering and 
clerical work. These jobs are often part-time, and increasingly do not pay 
enough to lift a worker or family out of poverty. Furthermore, these jobs 
are vulnerable to budgetary cuts and changing social habits.  
 
“Congress is concerned at the decline in the number of high street shops, 
and the subsequent loss of jobs, which has exacerbated the pressures on 
women relying on such employment. 
 
“Congress calls for the Scottish Government to invest in improved 
retraining opportunities for women, including within further education and 
to invest in free provision of child and social care, to enable more women 
to access education, training and quality jobs. Furthermore, Congress 
expresses its concerns that the cut in the number of part-time college 
places and the reduction in locations delivering some college courses, due 
to college mergers, have disproportionately affected women. 
 
“Congress further supports the policy of closing the poverty attainment 
gap for school pupils, but calls on the Scottish Government to do more to 
reduce poverty in Scotland by implementing more progressive taxation 
policies, mitigating social security cuts and spending more on education - 
including, the early years’ sector - to give all young children a good start 
in their education irrespective of background.” 
 
 
Mover:  Educational Institute of Scotland  
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72. Improving the Lives of Pregnant Gypsy/Traveller Women and 
New Mothers 

 
“That this Congress welcomes the Scottish Government and COSLA 
action plan on ‘Improving Gypsy/Traveller Lives’, published in October 
2019, which has committed £3million of funding to improve the living 
conditions and lives of Gypsy/Traveller communities across Scotland. 
 
“Gypsy/Traveller women are known to have poorer outcomes for 
pregnancy and childbirth than the wider population, with significantly 
higher rates of stillbirth, neonatal death, and perinatal mental health 
problems.  Access to and engagement with maternity services can be 
more difficult for Gypsy/Traveller women. 
 
“Congress notes the debate in the Scottish Parliament on Improving the 
Lives of Gypsy/Travellers in January 2020, and the acknowledgement of 
projects, such as the ‘Mums matter’ project in Fife, which aims to improve 
access to maternity and child health services and income maximisation. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• recognise the health inequalities faced by Gypsy/Traveller women 
and their families; 

• support the implementation of the recommendations of the 
‘Improving Gypsy/Traveller Lives’ action plan across Scotland, 
building on lessons learned from projects, such as ‘Mums Matter’, 
when relevant; and 

• call for the particular needs of pregnant women and new mothers 
to be a focus of local implementation work, including building trust 
with Gypsy/Traveller women, through meaningful and sustained 
engagement, and to draw in maternity service providers, including 
midwives, to not only be involved in the local implementation, but 
train and support  community health workers working in these 
communities.” 

 
 
Mover:  Royal College of Midwives 
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73. Eradicating Child Poverty in Scotland 
 
“That this Congress is alarmed at the increasing rates of child poverty 
throughout Scotland, estimated at around a quarter of a million, creating 
high levels of inequality. Continual barriers of low income, real term cuts 
to tax credits and benefits, have left families faced with the dilemma of 
whether they should heat their homes, or put food on the table. 
 
“Reports carried out have shown gender, disability and ethnicity can 
create barriers to employability and we cannot ignore these are linked to 
child poverty. 
 
“Congress notes the highest percentage of children living in poverty are 
in ‘working families’ and, while we recognise the Scottish Government has 
made some progress, radical and decisive change is required along with 
considerable investment, if the Scottish Government is to reach the target 
set as contained in the Child Poverty Act (2017).  
 
“The continued growth of foodbanks is a scourge on our society with child 
hunger on the increase.   
 
“Politicians quoting statistics with fine intentions is not enough and  
Congress believes there is a need for urgent action to be taken to support 
the many excluded from the labour market, to secure a decent income, to 
restore dignity and respect to families, while improving the prospects of 
thousands of children across the country.    
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council, while working with all 
STUC Equality Committees, to: 
 

• collate and publish up-to-date figures from the Scottish Government 
on child and food poverty, while seeking details of any proposed 
new policies on how they intend to address this issue in the next 12 
months; 

• seek to influence and inform public opinion by highlighting the 
importance of eradicating child poverty, culminating in a special 
one-day conference;  and 

• campaign with affiliates to remove any existing barriers to securing 
employment with decent terms and conditions applicable to all.” 

  
Mover:  Communication Workers’ Union 
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74. Child Poverty in Scotland 
 
“That this Congress is concerned at the growing rate of child poverty in 
Scottish primary and secondary schools. Across Edinburgh, the rate is 
over 20%, but in some areas is over 40% or even 50%. 
 
“Congress recognises that the Scottish Government and local authorities 
have taken steps to deal with child poverty, but consider that the 
resources allocated are inadequate. The resources, including the Pupil 
Equity Fund, are inadequate to deal with the current rate of poverty or the 
projected increase over the next decade. This is exacerbated by the time-
limited nature of much funding, which makes it difficult for schools to plan 
for the long term. 
 
“Congress also recognises that there has to be careful assessment of 
each school’s needs in liaison with staff, unions and parents. The school 
needs can be the adequate provision of breakfast clubs, speech 
therapists, homelink staff, funds for outings, pupil support officers, 
counselling, specialist learning support and the provision of resources, 
such as a nurture room, foodbanks, clothes banks and benefit advice. 
 
“Congress further recognises that the causes of poverty and associated 
health conditions are multiple, but significant factors are the regressive 
impact of Universal Credit and precarious working. 
 
“Congress requests that the STUC General Council lobby COSLA and the 
Scottish Government, calling for sustained increase in resourcing now to 
deal with the grievous problem of child poverty.” 
 
 
Mover:  Edinburgh Trades Union Council 
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75. Disabled Workers and Poverty 
 
“That this Congress notes that disabled people in Scotland are more likely 
to be living in poverty than non-disabled people. 40% of children in poverty 
are in families where there is a disability. 
 
“Inequality within the labour market is an important contributor to this 
statistic. Tackling disability inequality in the labour market is, therefore, 
critical to overcoming disabled workers’ experiences of poverty. 
 
“In 2018, the employment rate for those classed as disabled under the 
Equality Act 2010 was 45.6 per cent, which is significantly lower than the 
employment rate for non-disabled people (81.1 per cent). This represents 
an employment rate gap of 35.5 percentage points.  Disabled people in 
the labour market also face a clear wage penalty. In 2018-2019, Scotland 
had a disability pay gap of 12.4%. 
 
“Intersecting with the multiple labour market barriers experienced by 
disabled workers, there is a particularly high risk of poverty among 
women, Black and minority ethnic, and refugee and asylum-seeking 
disabled workers. Disabled workers are more likely to require additional 
pressures for adaptions, carers.  
 
“With disabled people more dependent on social security than 
non-disabled people, changes to social security and ‘welfare reform’ have 
put disabled people at a greater risk of deeper and sustained poverty. The 
devolution of aspects of social security provides an opportunity to 
decrease poverty for disabled people in Scotland.  
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• work with the Equality Committees to highlight and address disabled 
workers’ poverty at every opportunity; 

• lobby the Scottish and UK Governments to tackle disability 
inequality;  

• work with organisations seeking to eradicate disabled workers’ 
poverty; and  

• take other actions as it sees fit.” 
 
Mover:  Annual STUC Disabled Workers’ Conference 
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76. Addressing Far-Right Ideology on Young People  
 
“That this Congress deplores the rise of right-wing populism within many 
countries, including the UK. The effects of the rise in right-wing populism 
have been an increase in hate crime, misogyny and anti-immigrant 
violence. 
 
“Congress notes that right-wing ideologies are spreading to the 
mainstream, often in coded ways or in a ‘dog-whistle’ manner. Congress 
believes that young people are particularly vulnerable to the ways in which 
the far-right propagate their messages, since underlying extreme right 
ideologies are often masked.  
 
“Congress also notes that social media and online platforms are used to 
propagate far-right ideology in a way that can target and mislead young 
people, encouraging racism and antagonism against people of other races 
and ethnicities, and with an underlying message of misogyny that 
undermines the struggle for gender equality. Congress acknowledges the 
positive work of the STUC and affiliates in promoting anti-racist and anti-
misogynistic ideologies. Congress recognises, however, that more needs 
to be done.  
 
“Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to increase STUC anti-
racist and anti-misogynistic union learning for members, and awareness-
raising of the reach of the far-right, in terms of courses available and 
learning resources, with some materials specifically aimed at young 
members.  
 
“Congress also calls upon the STUC General Council to lobby and 
campaign, with affiliates and stakeholders, for increased funding from the 
Scottish Government to facilitate an expansion of anti-racist and anti- 
misogynistic education delivered by specialists or specialist organisations. 
 
“Furthermore, Congress further calls upon the STUC General Council to 
lobby and campaign, with affiliates and stakeholders, for anti-racist and 
anti-misogynistic professional learning to be offered to all public sector 
employees.” 
 
Mover:  Educational Institute of Scotland  
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77. Challenging the ‘Hostile Environment’ 
 
“That this Congress continues to be concerned with the rising levels of 
hate crime recorded across Scotland, and the rest of the United Kingdom. 
 
“Congress recognises these rises as part of the continuing ‘hostile 
environment’ that has been built up and fuelled by sections of the 
mainstream media and politicians in an attempt to garner support among 
more conservative sections of society, in order to maintain their grip on 
the structures of power in the country. 
 
“Congress recognises the negative impact these actions have, particularly 
for those who are part of, or are perceived to be part of, one, or more, 
under-represented communities within the UK. 
 
“Congress believes more must be done to challenge this growing ‘hostile 
environment’ across all parts of the United Kingdom in support of 
members, and wider communities, across the country. 
 
“Congress also acknowledges the ongoing global situation for many 
under-represented communities and affirms our belief that both the 
Scottish and UK Governments have a responsibility to support those who 
are fleeing from persecution around the world. 
 
“Congress is concerned that, under a Boris Johnson-led Government’s 
Brexit, instead of taking on this responsibility, more of those at most risk 
will be left isolated and in danger, due to the ‘hostile environment’ rhetoric 
of the UK Government. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to oppose any attacks on 
the rights of migrant workers and other under-represented communities 
and highlight the positive contribution that migrants, refugees and 
under-represented communities make across Scotland and the UK.” 
 
 
Mover: Annual STUC LGBT+ Workers’ Conference 
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78. Resisting the “Hostile Environment” 
 
“That this Congress notes that: 
 

• the victory of Boris Johnson in the 2019 General Election means 
that we have a Prime Minister with a proven record of racism; 

• the Conservative Government plans fresh border clampdowns 
which will intensify the ‘hostile environment’ for migrants, increasing 
employer powers; 

• such racism is encouraged by mainstream politicians and media 
and, in turn, helps boost and legitimise the far-right; 

• here, and internationally, racism, Islamophobia and anti-Semitism 
are on the rise and we are seeing the scapegoating of migrants, 
refugees, and Roma people; 

• the climate and ecological emergency is now a key driver of global 
migration as a result of extreme weather events; 

• while there is no room for complacency, trade union and anti-racist 
campaigning stymied the growth of the racist Football Lads Alliance; 
and 

• in Scotland, Love Music/Hate Racism has organised packed events, 
including a UCU-led speaking and music tour with Lowkey. 

 
“Congress believes that: 
 

• trade unions have a long record of challenging racism and fighting 
for unity both in workplaces and civil society; 

• although not often receiving even the minimum wage, migrant 
workers play a vital role throughout the economy, particularly in 
public and caring services; and 

• we must resist any attempts by employers and the Government to 
blame refugees and migrants for austerity. 

 
“Congress resolves to: 
 

• oppose any attacks on migrant worker and refugee rights; 

• highlight the linkages between the climate emergency and migrant 
and refugee rights during COP26-related activities and events; 
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• encourage maximum attendance and participation in the annual St 
Andrew’s Day and United Nations Anti-Racism Day marches and 
rallies; and 

• support and publicise Hope not Hate, Love Music/Hate Racism, 
Stand up to Racism and Unite Against Fascism’s campaigning 
activities and events.” 

 
  

Mover:  Glasgow Trades Union Congress 
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79. Ending the ‘Hostile Environment’ 
 
“That this Congress remembers Theresa May’s comments, when Home 
Secretary in 2012, that she aimed ‘to create here in Britain a really ‘hostile 
environment for illegal migration’.  This ‘hostile environment’ has 
underpinned successive Conservative Governments’ approaches to 
immigration, characterised UK Government hostility towards migrants in 
the UK, and given a green light to the rise in racism, Islamophobia and 
general anti-immigration sentiments in the UK.      
 
“Congress rejects the ‘hostile environment’, which has created suspicion, 
division, and is fostering racism in the provision of public services, 
benefits, employment and housing.  This culminated with the Windrush 
scandal, when thousands of people who had been living in the UK for 
decades found themselves wrongly classified as ‘illegal’ immigrants - with 
many losing their jobs, made homeless, detained or deported to countries 
they had left as children.  In the wake of the UK’s departure from the 
European Union on 31 January 2020, there’s a real danger of a similar 
fiasco for those EU citizens who live, work or study here, in addition to the 
increasing hostility towards migrants and BME people. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• reiterate its opposition to the UK Government’s ‘hostile environment’ 
policy, and the associated racism and xenophobia that has 
accompanied it; 

• send out a clear message that Scotland welcomes citizens from 
Europe and across the world, to come to live, work, study, or to seek 
refuge here; 

• make representations to the UK and Scottish Governments to 
oppose the ‘hostile environment’ and to call for government policies 
on immigration, housing, access to services, education and health 
that are based on need; and 

• support all trade unions as they challenge government policies to 
enforce the ‘hostile environment’ in all sectors, be it education, 
health, housing or the benefits system.” 

 
 
Mover:  University & College Union Scotland 
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80. Migrant Workers            
 
“That this Congress notes that migrant workers need more support in 
increasing their skills in English (both spoken and written) in post-Brexit 
reality. 
 
“Many migrant workers struggle with filling out all relevant paperwork, 

regarding pre-settlement or status, due to poor English skills. 

 
“Employers are using Brexit to force changes in workplace policies or 

trying to force changes without amending existing policies. Migrant 

workers, who work in Scottish manufacturing and for years didn’t need to 

speak or understand more than a few words in English, now are facing a 

situation where employers are expecting everyone to have English skills 

to communicate on all matters.  

 
“Migrant workers are facing a situation, were companies try to force 
people to stop using their own language and start using only English 
without any changes in company policy, or any help for people who really 
struggle with English. All those workers were working and paying taxes 
for years, and they face the risk of redundancy, due to lack of skills which 
were not previously required. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• recognise that issues described above take place in Scottish 
manufacturing; 

• highlight that these issues exist; 

• help migrant workers, who are keen to improve their skills by 
organising ESOL courses in workplaces and in wider communities; 
and 

• raise this issue with the UK and Scottish Governments.” 
 
 

 

Mover: South Lanarkshire & East Kilbride Trades Union Council 
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81. Condemn Serco and Build Solidarity Across Our Communities 
 
“That this Congress welcomes the work by the STUC Black Workers’ 
Committee on tackling inequality in Scotland, however, notes with alarm 
the ‘hostile environment’ towards people who are forced to seek asylum. 
Congress condemns Serco’s lock-change programme to evict 300 
tenants from their homes across Scotland. 
 
“Serco has made millions of pounds providing housing to people in the 
immigration system, often in squalid conditions, while engaging in 
constant harassment and intimidation. 
 
“We applaud Living Rent, Shelter Scotland and others for forcing Serco to 
halt their eviction plans last year but, after months of legal battles, Serco 
has started to raise eviction actions in a number of cases. This means 
vulnerable people in our communities are threatened with homelessness 
and destitution on our streets in the pursuit of profit. 
 
“We are concerned the Court of Session ruled in November 2019 that it is 
not unlawful for Serco to use lock-change evictions, because it is a private 
organisation and does not have to meet human rights’ obligations as 
public bodies do.  
 
“We note the transfer from Serco to Mears of the Home Office contract to 
house asylum seekers in September 2019, and the commitment by Mears 
not to use lock-change evictions. However, Serco remains responsible for, 
and intends to evict 150 people, whose asylum applications were rejected 
by the Home Office before the contract transferred to Mears. 
 
“Our trade union movement has always been at the forefront of protecting 
asylum seekers and refugees’ rights in this country. 
 
“Congress asks the STUC General Council to:  
 

• condemn Serco for its conduct in the recent evictions campaign; 

• hold Mears to account for its commitment not to evict asylum 
seekers; 

• support the No Evictions Campaign and Living Rent Tenants’ Union; 
and 

• raise this campaign with our wider union structures and provide 
solidarity when actions are called to halt evictions.” 

 
Mover: Annual STUC Black Workers’ Conference 
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82. Challenging Far-Right Organisations 
 
“That this Congress notes that there is currently a growth in Europe of far-
right organisations and neo-fascist political parties. Congress also notes 
the right-wing views of international political leaders, such as Donald 
Trump, Brazil’s Jair Bolsonaro, and the current British Prime Minister. 
 
“Congress further notes that these types of political leaders are acting as 
figureheads for racism and the far-right.  Congress agrees that the trade 
union movement needs to be ready to challenge any future upsurge from 
the far-right within the UK and Scotland. 
 
“Congress expresses concern that far-right extremist, Tommy Robinson, 
whose real name is Stephen Yaxley-Lennon, has visited Scotland on a 
number of occasions attempting to recruit new supporters.  
 
“Congress also notes that the far-right Football Lads Alliance has been 
attempting to recruit within Scotland using football support as its base, and 
that the far-right Scottish Defence League also continues to stage public 
demonstrations throughout the year in a number of communities across 
Scotland. 
 
“Congress recommends that affiliates should support and affiliate to 
existing anti-racist and anti-fascist organisations.  Congress agrees that 
the trade union movement should further develop and strengthen their 
anti-racist work by the creation of a national, anti-racist, anti-fascist body 
led by the STUC. 
 
“Congress further agrees that the following specific steps are taken: 
 

• that the STUC establish a national anti-racist/anti-fascist committee 
embedded within the trade union movement to convene regularly 
and co-ordinate anti-racist/anti-fascist work within Scotland; and 

• offer representation on the committee to include representatives of 
trade unions, Trades Union Councils, STUC Black Workers’ 
Committee and representatives of various anti-racist/anti-fascist 
organisations.” 

 
 
 
Mover: Kilmarnock and Loudoun Trades Union Council  
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83. Census 2021 and LGBT+ Inclusion 
 
“That this Congress welcomes that the 2021 Census will, for the first time, 
collate information on both sexual orientation, trans status and history of 
respondents and that this shall be on a voluntary basis. 
 
“Congress recognises there have been some negative responses, notably 
in sections of the media and social media, regarding both questions for 
those within the LGBT+ community. 
 
“Congress acknowledges the formal guidance previously published by 
National Records of Scotland in 2011, instructing transgender 
respondents to the previous Census that they should complete their 
response based on their affirmed gender identity, regardless of 
possession of a Gender Recognition Certificate, when answering 
questions regarding their sex. 
 
“Congress affirms its position that all individuals should be free to declare, 
and have acknowledged, their individual sexual orientation and gender 
identity as they see themselves, as opposed to limiting them to a 
prescribed set of responses which fails to acknowledge their lived reality. 
 
“Congress recognises the positive impact to allowing an individual to 
declare their individual sexual orientation and gender identity and does 
not believe that, in doing so, they negatively impact on those of differing 
sexual orientations and/or gender identities.  
 
“Congress further acknowledges that, as part of delivering the 2021 
Census, both the Census Order and Regulations must be laid before and 
agreed by Parliament. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to lobby the Scottish 
Government to support the continuation of the existing practices from the 
2011 Census for trans respondents, to allow those of non-heterosexual, 
gay, lesbian or bisexual orientations to be able to declare their sexual 
orientation as they identify themselves without restriction, and that these 
questions are to be asked on a voluntary basis for all respondents.” 
 
 
Mover: Annual STUC LGBT+ Workers’ Conference 
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84. Promoting Trans Equality 
 
“That this Congress reaffirms its support for trans workers’ rights and, as 
champions of equality, we welcome the increased visibility and 
empowerment of trans and non-binary people in our society.  The trade 
union movement has a long history of enabling workers to self-identify. It 
is our responsibility to promote equality and ensure the provisions of the 
Equality Act are implemented and followed in the workplace and in wider 
society. 

“Congress supports the right of all women (including trans women) to safe 
spaces and the continuation of monitoring that can help identify 
discrimination against women, men and non-binary people. Congress 
also supports a social rather than a medical model of gender recognition 
that will help challenge repressive gender stereotypes in the workplace 
and in society. 

“The fight for women's rights is far from won. For too many women, sexual 
harassment and gender-based violence is a daily reality, alongside 
unequal pay and other forms of discrimination at work, including maternity 
pay and leave. The STUC will continue to campaign hard to protect the 
rights of working women. 

“Congress is aware that the debate around gender identity has in some 
quarters become bitterly divisive. The trade union movement’s strength is 
to bring workers together and to build bridges rooted in our values of 
equality and solidarity. Congress opposes any violence, intimidation, 
bullying or disrespect towards any group that faces discrimination, and 
from whichever quarter.   Trans people - including workers, students and 
service users - face physical and verbal abuse, prejudice and 
discrimination, marginalisation and misrepresentation.  

“Congress calls on the STUC General Council, with the support of STUC 
Equality Committees, to provide practical support and policy guidance for 
reps and trans members in challenging discrimination and harassment.” 

 

Mover:  University & College Union Scotland 
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85. Not Every Disability Is Visible 
 
“That this Congress notes that many disabilities are completely unseen 
and even visible disabilities can come with unseen aspects. One of the 
most overlooked aspects of unseen disabilities is sensory issues, such as 
‘Hyper Sensitivity’ (HS). HS can be an undertone of disabilities, such as 
Cerebral Palsy and Autism. It essentially means that the bodies’ senses 
operate at a heightened level. Conditions like Crohn’s disease and 
diabetes are also overlooked. Many musicians do not mention unseen 
disabilities for fear of not being hired or losing their jobs once hired.  
 
“Not disclosing disabilities can lead to serious issues and put the 
performer at risk. We need to ensure that musicians feel comfortable to 
approach industry organisers with their issues, without fear of losing 
opportunities. It would also be helpful for disabled performers to have a 
platform in which they could come together and share experiences and 
ideas. 
 
“Congress is asked to: 
 

• help spread the word about unseen disabilities; and 

• make sure musicians don't live in fear of being penalised for their 
disabilities, seen or unseen.” 

 
 
Mover:             Musicians’ Union 
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86. Homelessness 
 
“That this Congress notes the rise in the number of rough sleepers in 
recent years and believes the trade union movement must play a role in 
helping this vulnerable group.  
 
“Congress believes there are many reasons why people become 
homeless, sometimes through choice and sometimes through 
circumstance. 
 
“Congress recognises homelessness amongst ex-service personnel 
continues to be an issue, and that several Armed Forces Charities, 
including SSAFA, the British Legion and many other homelessness 
charities and organisations, provide invaluable help and support to the 
most vulnerable in society. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• lobby the Government to have a transformational programme with 
regards to tackling the homelessness problem, including by 
committing to make more homes available to those with a history of 
rough sleeping and providing a significant amount of ring-fenced 
money for councils to provide additional help in cold weathers;  

• work to ensure that all housing policy considers the impact on our 
veteran community and that housing support for veterans is properly 
resourced; 

• look to partner with other organisations to develop programmes, 
which help homeless people to re-enter the workplace and begin to 
stabilise their lives;  

• work with like-minded organisations, which are striving not just to 
end homelessness, but to prevent it; and  

• lobby the Scottish Government to make the Military Covenant 
legally enforceable.”  

 

 

Mover:  Community 
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87. Challenge the Root Causes of Drug Use 
 
“That this Congress is concerned at the shocking record level of drug 
deaths in Scotland. According to the Scottish Drugs Forum, there are 
strong links between poverty, deprivation and widening inequalities. 
Congress notes, however, that the picture is complex. It may involve low 
job opportunities and few community resources. Congress agrees that not 
all marginalised people will develop a drug problem, but those at the 
margins of society, such as the homeless and those in care, are most at 
risk.  
 
“Working conditions - including shift and night work, long hours, travel 
away from home and job stress - are some of the factors associated with 
increased alcohol and drug use. The highest mortality from drug 
dependence and accidental poisoning is among people in literary, artistic 
and construction jobs.   
 
“Congress rejects policy approaches, which have the effect of shaming or 
criminalising drug users and drug consumption. It supports measures to 
improve prevention, recovery and treatment.   
 
“In this context, Congress recognises a role for trade unionists in fighting 
against employment practices and wider economic policies that 
exacerbate inequality, cut public services and destroy job opportunities.  
 
“While the recent rhetoric around safe drug use and policies aimed at 
reducing drug use should be welcomed; it is not the whole picture. To 
effectively support workers and others, we should be challenging the root 
causes of these problems: alienation and the destruction of fulfilling work 
and cohesive communities.  
 
“Congress call on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• work with unions to better understand the effect of drug use on 
workers and different workplaces; 

• call for support and rehabilitation services to meet workers’ needs; 

• campaign against cuts to drug and alcohol support services in 
Scotland; and 

• campaign for changes to equality legislation, which treats drug and 
alcohol addiction as a disability.” 

 
Mover:  Annual STUC Youth Conference 
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88. Universal Credit for Self-Employed Workers 

“That this Congress notes that, despite many trade unions across the UK 
already campaigning for the abolition of Universal Credit, the UK 
Government continues to roll it out across the country. Roughly one sixth 
of the UK's workforce are registered as self-employed and pay their taxes 
annually. Self-employed workers UK-wide are unable to rely on Universal 
Credit in times of need, causing many to struggle below the poverty line 
and forced further into financial debt. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to acknowledge that 
Universal Credit does not function as a benefit system for self-employed 
workers. We call on the Scottish Government to push for further 
devolution of social security powers in relation to Universal Credit overall 
and, in the interim, to commission an independent report on the effects of 
Universal Credit in Scotland, including the impact of the benefit cap; the 
two child limit; the 5 week wait and the effect of the minimum income floor 
on self-employed workers. 
 
“People in need of Universal Credit deserve to be treated with dignity and 
support, not ignored.” 
 
 
Mover:   Equity 
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89. Cervical Cancer 
 
“That this Congress notes that cervical cancer rates are highest for those 

aged 25-29. 

 “In Scotland, you are invited to go for a screening between the ages of 
25 to 64, but more than 60% of those who have a physical and mental 
disability, are not able to be cervical screened due to their condition. 
 
“Research released by Jo’s Cervical Cancer Trust into disabled women 
has revealed the extent to which they are being discriminated against, 
when trying to undergo their right to cervical screening. Some disabled 
people would need to be hoisted onto the doctor‘s table and this is another 
embarrassment for them. 
 
“It is essential we try to rectify the issue, as cervical screening can detect 
precursor lesions and early stage cancer. This is a life-changing disease 
and we need to take on board that, although we know we must leave our 
dignity at the door for these appointments, we must ensure that the 
management of all industries put this first on their agenda for both 
disabled and non-disabled. 
 
“Although they are improving, cancer survival rates in Scotland are still 
among the poorest in Europe.  Mortality rates in the most deprived areas 
of Scotland are 1.7 times higher than the least deprived areas.  
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to lobby the Scottish 
Government to ensure there is funding for the screening to take place and 
calls upon surgeries to look at each individual and get the right room for 
disabled people’s health to be looked after.” 
 
 
 
Mover:              Annual STUC Disabled Workers’ Conference 
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90. Campaign to Retain HMRC Sites in Local Communities 

“That this Congress acknowledges the support given at last year’s STUC 
Congress to the campaign to retain HMRC sites in local communities.   
 
“As part of that support, Congress agrees to work with the various local 
PCS campaigns to best secure that objective.  
 
“In relation to the specific campaign in Cumbernauld, it is agreed that 
representatives from the STUC General Council meet with PCS to 
establish how the STUC can assist in opposition to a proposed housing 
development by the site’s owners.” 
 

Mover:  Cumbernauld & Kilsyth Trades Union Council  
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91. 1820 Bicentennial Commemorations 
 
“That this Congress agrees that the Scottish trade union movement 
should commemorate the bicentenary of the Scottish Radical Insurrection 
of 1820. 
 
“In 1819, there had been the Peterloo Massacre in Manchester.  In 
Scotland in 1820, there were numerous meetings held by radicals 
throughout Scotland demanding political reform.  Their demands were the 
right to form a union, the right to vote and greater freedom for Scotland.  
Monday 3 April saw thousands of striking workers throughout Scotland, 
especially from the weaving industry.  Troops were engaged to disperse 
workers and curfew placed in Paisley, resulting in the Bonnymuir battle 
and arrests on charges of high treason for John Baird, James Wilson and 
Andrew Hardie and 19 other men.  Baird, Hardy and Wilson were 
executed, and the 19 other men were exiled to Australia. 
 
“To enable this to happen, Congress asks the STUC General Council to, 
where possible with the 1820 Society, arrange for a National 
commemoration along with regional commemorations throughout the 
country. 
 
“We remember that the Scottish agenda set by their sacrifices has still to 
be completed.” 
 
 
 
Mover:  Paisley & District Trades Union Council 
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92. 1921 Miners’ Strike and Lock Out 
 
“That this Congress recognises the importance of the miners’ strike and 
lock out of 1921 in the context of the history of the working class in 
Scotland.  It notes that next year is the centenary of this strike and lock 
out and that Fife Trades Union Council is making plans to mark the 
centenary.  This will focus on how the miners and the wider working class 
in Fife organised at that time. However, all the coalfields in Scotland were 
involved in the strike and lock out and each will have many of their own 
stories to tell. 
 
“Congress, therefore, asks the STUC General Council to encourage other 
Trades Union Councils to organise to mark the centenary in their own 
areas and to facilitate the pooling of resources to help in this.  The General 
Council should also consider marking this important centenary at a 
national level.”  
 
Mover: Fife Trades Union Council 
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93. End Misleading Information 
 
“That this Congress condemns the Gov.uk website with specific reference 
to the DWP Section, which is misleading, obtrusive and fails to lead 
people through the process to claim the correct benefit(s).  
 
“Congress asks the STUC General Council to mount a campaign, with all 
relevant groups, for the website to be accurately updated and to be a 
useful source of information for people. The rush by DWP to get everyone 
online means that a system is needed that copes with all the nuances of 
people’s circumstances.  If not, the faults currently built in will be magnified 
and people will lose out on their entitlement. 
 
“Congress also asks the STUC General Council to coordinate action by 
all affiliated unions to try to ensure that misleading or incorrect information 
is not given to our members via our websites or publications.” 
 
 
Mover:  Paisley & District Trades Union Council 
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94. The International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) 
Definition of Anti-Semitism and Support of Palestinian Rights 

“That this Congress notes with concern the increasing number of cases, 
where misuse of the IHRA definition of anti-Semitism and its ‘example 
manifestations’ is being used to label legitimate criticism of Israeli 
Government apartheid policies and actions as anti-Semitic. This is most 
notably targeting the BDS campaign, including individual campaigners.  

“Congress notes that in 2018, in response to this threat, Palestinian civil 
society issued a call urging the UK trade unions to reject the IHRA working 
definition of anti-Semitism, recognising that the examples used in this non-
legally binding definition are increasingly being used to silence and/or 
criminalise criticism of Israeli Government policies that clearly violate 
Palestinian human rights.  

“Although it has been accepted by the UK Government and the Scottish 
Government, and is also being adopted by an increasing number of local 
authorities, universities and public bodies, legal opinions (from Hugh 
Tomlison QC and Geoffrey Robertson QC) have declared that the 
definition is not fit for the purpose for which it is being used, an opinion 
also shared by the lead author of the working definition, Kenneth Stern.  

“Also in 2018, the Scottish Government commissioned a consultation and 
report on racial harassment, led by Lord Bracadale. In 2019, Congress 
welcomed Lord Bracadale’s conclusions that ‘hostility towards a political 
entity’ should not be considered a hate crime and that ‘the right to engage 
in legitimate political protest is fundamental in a democratic society’, and 
asked the STUC General Council to urge the Scottish Parliament to pass 
Lord Bracadale’s recommendations into legislation.  

“Congress urges all affiliate unions to review their position on the IHRA 
definition, in particular the ‘example manifestations’, in order to support 
the Palestinian call. The use of this flawed definition as a guideline does 
nothing to protect our Jewish communities from hate crime and is 
criminalising those who campaign for Palestinian rights.”  

Mover:   Aberdeen Trades Union Council 
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Section 9 – International Issues 
 
95. Dundee-Nablus Twinning Anniversary  
 
“That this Congress recognises the 40th Anniversary, this year, of the 
historic Twinning between the City of Dundee and the Palestinian 
Municipality of Nablus. The decision to twin was taken in the face of fierce 
opposition from the UK establishment.  
 
“Congress applauds the continuing political and cultural exchanges 
between Dundee and Nablus and acknowledges the resulting benefits to 
both communities, which have derived from a mutual bond of solidarity 
rooted in freedom, humanitarian rights and justice.” 
 
 
Mover:  Dundee Trades Union Council 
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96. Scottish Universities Supporting Palestinian Students (SUSPS) 

“That this Congress notes policy agreed at Ayr in 2015, and confirmed at 
Inverness in 2016, committing Scottish trade unions to supporting Scottish 
Universities Supporting Palestinian Students (SUSPS), which assists 
qualified Palestinians to study, fee-free, for a Masters’ degree at a Scottish 
university. It particularly notes the successful meeting held at STUC in 
April 2019, promoting solidarity with the Palestinian people, and – in 
recognition that education is an important area for solidarity action – 
featuring SUSPS as one of two major practical initiatives through which 
such solidarity should be actioned.  

“It further notes the success of SUSPS in attracting financial support from 
the Scottish Government, the University and College Union Scotland, 
collections at STUC Congresses, student unions, and individuals; in 
securing no-fee arrangements at several universities; and in providing 
essential financial assistance to three students from Gaza or the West 
Bank, who, since 2016, have graduated from Queen Margaret and 
Aberdeen Universities. 

“Congress thanks all who have contributed to SUSPS, but recognises 
that, without serious, regular financial support from the wider trade union 
movement, SUSPS cannot continue in its present form. 

“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to urgently convene a 
meeting of key union officials in Scotland with SUSPS officers, to agree 
and implement a strategy to secure the future of SUSPS and thereby 
implement a policy, already greatly appreciated in Palestine, which has 
the potential to be developed as a high-profile expression of Scottish trade 
union solidarity with its people.” 

 

Mover:  University & College Union Scotland 
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97. No More War in the Gulf 
 
“That this Congress notes with alarm the escalation of violence and 
tension between Iran and the United States of America that began with 
the illegal assassination of Qasem Soleimani. It is not a defence of the 
deaths and brutality Soleimani himself was responsible for to 
acknowledge that the action by the Trump regime has done nothing but 
stoke conflict leading to attacks by Iran on two US bases in Iraq. 
 
“Congress recognises that, whilst the US President has for the 
foreseeable future suggested there will be no further retaliation, concerns 
over American aggression in the region continue and the situation remains 
extremely volatile.   
 
“Congress condemns Boris Johnson’s comments that the Iran nuclear 
deal should be ditched in favour of Trump’s proposed initiative and 
believes that the UK Government must do everything in its power to de-
escalate tensions in the region, rather than inflame them. It is essential 
that we prevent any further conflict in the region, which could lead to the 
deaths of many civilians and, as we have learned from the Iraq war, would 
have a devastating affect for many years after.   
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to lobby the 
Scottish Government to oppose Boris Johnson’s reckless support for the 
‘Trump deal’ and to do all it can to ensure that the UK Government avoids 
a potentially catastrophic war in the Gulf that will destabilise the whole of 
the middle east and lead to countless unnecessary deaths.” 
 
 
Mover:  Associated Society of Locomotive 
   Engineers & Firemen 
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98. Turkey – No democracy and No Human Rights 
 
“That this Congress notes the continuing deterioration of democracy and 
human rights in Turkey. The Turkish Government has demonstrated 
contempt for democracy with the dismissal of elected politicians. Over 24 
elected Mayors of the pro-Kurdish HDP have been dismissed by decree 
and replaced by Government trustees. Several have been jailed on false 
accusations of terrorism. In 2019, the Mayoral election for Istanbul was 
re-ran, since the Government candidate lost. Activists of opposition 
parties have been subjected to police harassment and arrest, party offices 
raided by police and attacked by Government supporting mobs. 
 
“Human rights abuses are regularly reported to local and international 
human rights’ organisations. These include women abused by police 
officers, restrictions on the right of trade unionists to protest and organise, 
restrictions on freedom of speech, journalists imprisoned and media 
outlets closed down, the use of anti-terror laws to falsely accuse 
opponents and trade unionists and prisoners denied their rights, including 
PKK leader Abdullah Öcalan, who was denied access to his lawyers for 
years. 
 
“The oppression of the Kurdish community in Turkey continues and has 
extended to attacking the Kurdish region in North East Syria, with Erdogan 
boasting of plans to resettle millions of Syrian refugees, effectively 
ethnically cleansing the region of its Kurdish inhabitants. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• condemn the invasion of northern Syria by Turkey in October 2019; 

• call for the release from prison of elected politicians, journalists and 
trade union activists; 

• demand the UK Government ends all arms sales to Turkey and hold 
them accountable for war crimes committed in Syria; and 

• support the calls for the restoration of negotiations with Abdullah 
Öcalan and the PKK for a peaceful settlement for the Kurdish 
question in Turkey.”  

 
Mover:  Aberdeen Trades Union Council 
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99. Solidarity with Colombian Communities and Workers 
 
“That this Congress notes the continuing desperate frightening situation 
that the workers and indigenous groups face in Colombia.The recent 
strikes and mass protests have seen tens of thousands take to the streets 
in villages and towns throughout Colombia. Many towns across Colombia, 
including Popayan in the South of the country, have seen riot police 
deploy tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse locals from protesting in the 
streets.  
 
“Trade union leader, Diogenes Orjuela, said that unions, students and 
indigenous groups will organise more mass marches after persistent 
refusals by President Ivan Duque, to negotiate demands after the first 
national strike on November 21 2019 triggered massive anti-Government 
protests and has sunk Duque’s approval rating to a record low. 
 
“Opposition politicians are adding additional pressure by taking the 
security forces to court for violent attempts to repress the protests and 
other alleged crimes. 
 
“The strike leaders have a list of 13 demands that effectively seek a major 
shift in the Government’s economic policy, and the implementation of 
peace policies agreed with leftist group FARC and victims in the 2016 
peace deal. 
 
“Duque’s far-right Democratic Centre Party fiercely rejects the peace 
process, but received a beating in local elections in October. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 

• send a letter of support to the various known trade unions and 
indigenous communities;  

• make contact with the Foreign Office to put pressure on the 
Colombian Government to re-engage with the peace deal; and 

• ask all trade unions and Trades Union Councils to consider 
affiliation to Justice for Colombia, if they haven’t already done so.” 

 
Mover: South Lanarkshire & East Kilbride Trades Union Council  
  

https://colombiareports.com/ivan-duque/
https://colombiareports.com/farc/
https://colombiareports.com/democratic-center-colombia/
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100. Solidarity with ‘Care4Calais’ 
 
“That this Congress notes the solidarity trips being undertaken by the Fire 
Brigades Union (FBU) in liaison with the organisation ‘Care4Calais’.  
 
“These trips involve FBU members travelling with a fire appliance to 
refugee camps in Calais, Dunkirk and elsewhere and offering practical 
solidarity to refugees who are homeless, without regular food or warm 
clothing and often harassed by the French Police and other authorities.  
 
“Congress believes these trips are in the finest traditions of the trade union 
movement and calls on delegates and affiliated unions to engage with 
‘Care4Calais’, in order to provide further engagement and solidarity 
across the movement.” 
 
Mover:  Fire Brigades Union Scotland 
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Section 10 – Parliament & Democracy 
 
101. Scottish Independence  
 
“That this Congress notes that, following the General Election in 
December 2019, the First Minister, Nicola Sturgeon, wrote to Boris 
Johnston requesting either a Section 30 order or an amendment to the 
Scotland Act, either of which would allow for a second independence 
referendum to be held in 2020.  
 
“Congress believes that the right to hold a referendum should lie with the 
Scottish Parliament as elected by its people. However, Congress also 
notes with alarm the SNP’s commitment to the Growth Commission’s 
vision for an independent Scotland.  
 
“With this in mind and the possibility of a referendum on the horizon, 
Congress believes it is crucial for the STUC and affiliates to once again 
lead and influence the debate on Scotland’s future in the interests of 
workers and the communities in which we live and work. 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• set up an alternative to the SNP’s Citizens Assemblies’ model, in 
order to facilitate a union-led ‘constitutional convention’ with 
affiliates to represent the voices, views and vision of working people 
across Scotland for our future, which is neither Growth Commission 
nationalism nor Tory status quo; and 

• produce a comprehensive and accessible report before any 
referendum which articulates the findings of our discussions. 
 

“Finally, Congress reaffirms support for the right to self-determination for 
Scotland and calls on the STUC General Council to be proactive in 
ensuring this right to self-determination is upheld, including the holding of 
a referendum on independence, with or without the consent of the UK 
Government.” 
 
Mover:  Public & Commercial Services Union 
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102. Constitutional Proposals and the Material Conditions of the 
Working Class 

 
“That this Congress notes, as another Tory Government makes clear its 
intent to attack workers’ rights, the STUC and affiliates must stand in 
solidarity against this hostility. Congress acknowledges trade unions have 
been able to use devolution to fight against the most brutal Tory cuts, but 
many of these cuts persist in harming our workplaces and communities. 
The STUC recognises the transformative nature of the 2019 Labour 
General Election manifesto, which proposed polices aiming to end 
austerity and strengthen workplace democracy.  
 
“In light of another Conservative victory, not reflected across Scotland, the 
STUC must examine the most effective ways of implementing urgently 
needed change.  
 
“Congress also notes that workers across Scotland have, in successive 
elections to both Holyrood and Westminster, returned a majority of 
representatives in favour of a new referendum on independence. We must 
not allow a hardline Tory Government to infringe on either the workplace 
or constitutional democracy of Scottish workers. Setting aside the 
arguments for and against independence, the STUC recognises there is 
a mandate for a second independence referendum, should the Scottish 
Parliament vote in favour of this. 
 
“Congress further notes the important contributions of trade unionists in 
shaping constitutional debate.  
 
“Congress believes the Scottish trade union movement must carve out a 
space to the left of the SNP’s Growth Commission vision of independence, 
and the vision of the Better Together campaign that offered a continuity 
option of our inequitable present.  
 
“Congress asks the STUC General Council to establish a working group 
to examine a range of constitutional proposals, including independence 
and  ‘Devo Max’. This group will seek to examine both opportunities and 
limitations of these different proposals for the material conditions of the 
Scottish working class. This group will work with all existing affiliates and 
committees, and it will also seek to engage at a lay member level.” 
 
 
Mover:  Annual STUC Youth Conference 
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103. Democratic Right of the People in Scotland 
 
“That this Congress agrees that it is the democratic right of the people 
living in Scotland to determine their own future, when there is a clear 
mandate to do so, and that the Government in Westminster should be so 
informed.” 
 
 
Mover:  North Lanarkshire Trades Union Council 
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104. Second Referendum on Independence 
 
“That this Congress recognises that, since the first referendum on 
independence in 2014, there has been a significant change in Scottish 
public opinion, including the opinion of trade unionists.  The opinion is 
reflected in elections, demonstrations and opinion polls. There have been 
changes in circumstances since 2014, which include Brexit and the impact 
of Universal Credit. The UK Tory Government has no meaningful strategy 
to deal with climate change, which endangers the future of Scotland. 
Congress now considers that it is appropriate for Scotland to hold a 
second referendum as soon as possible. 
 
“Congress asks the STUC General Council to actively support initiatives, 
which call for a second referendum on the same voting eligibility terms as 
2014 and to write to the UK Government demanding that it agrees to the 
referendum.” 
 
Mover:  Edinburgh Trades Union Council 
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105. Supporting the Right of the Scottish People to Choose their 

Future 

“That this Congress notes that for the 17th consecutive General Election 
since 1955, a large majority of Scottish voters rejected the Tories. Yet, we 
are subjected to a Boris Johnson Tory Government, against the will of the 
Scottish people, which threatens even more draconian anti-union laws, 
including bans on the right to strike, aims to sell off chunks of our NHS to 
US multi-nationals in trade deals with Trump, and has declared that the 
Scottish people will not be allowed to hold another referendum on 
independence regardless of how the Scottish people vote, for example, in 
the 2021 Scottish Parliament elections. 
 
“Congress condemns the undemocratic actions of a Tory Government 
with no democratic mandate in Scotland. 
 
“Congress believes the trade union movement should maintain its proud 
history of defending democracy, by supporting the right of the Scottish 
people to choose their future, including through an 
independence referendum if they so choose. 
 
“Congress also believes the power to decide on whether and when to hold 
such a vote of self-determination should rest with the Scottish people as 
expressed through elections to the Scottish Parliament - not in the hands 
of Boris Johnson and the Tory Westminster Government.” 
 
Mover:  Cumbernauld and & Kilsyth Trades Council    
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106. Devolution of Employment Law and Workers’ Rights 
 
“That this Congress is aware that, following the recent General Election 
result, and the impending exit from the European Union, there is now an 
increasing possibility of a second independence referendum in Scotland. 
 
“Whilst trade unions will take an autonomous position on having another 
referendum, or indeed on the subject of Scottish independence, most 
would agree that being prepared to shape Scotland’s future world of work 
is a responsibility for which all trade unions must campaign.  
 
“The possible threat to trade unions and workers’ rights posed by a further 
five years of a Conservative Government led by Boris Johnson cannot be 
underestimated. It is, therefore, essential that, if the possibility of an 
independent Scotland becomes a reality, workers will be key to economic 
prosperity and growth.  It must also be realised that making significant 
changes to the world of work in Scotland will deliver a fairer, more equal 
society and banish austerity.    
 
“Therefore, Congress calls upon the STUC General Council to seek from 
the current Scottish Government, prior to any vote seeking a referendum 
or actual referendum for Scottish independence, what would be the policy 
in terms of the devolution of employment law and workers’ rights?  
 
“As part of this significant change, the following minimum statutory 
requirements should be delivered: 
 

• the abolition of anti-trade union laws and legislation;  

• call to improve lives of migrant workers; 

• state-driven collective bargaining across whole industries or parts of 
the economy to regulate pay, pensions, overtime and conditions; 

• the end of zero-hours contracts; 

• trade union rights must be a condition of qualifying for public 
contracts and grants; 

• raise the Minimum Wage to a Real Living Wage; 

• ban unpaid trial shifts; and 

• tough new action on the gender pay gap.” 
 
Mover:  Communication Workers’ Union 
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107. Renationalisation and Public Ownership in an Independent 
Scotland 

 
“That this Congress is aware that, following the recent General Election 
result, and the impending exit from the European Union, there is now an 
increasing possibility of a second independence referendum in Scotland. 
 
“Whilst trade unions will take an autonomous position on having another 
referendum, or indeed on the subject of Scottish independence, most 
would agree that being prepared to shape Scotland’s future is a 
responsibility we should consider. Providing job security through 
economic investment will deliver a better standard of living and combat 
austerity. 
 
“We have witnessed in recent years the convoluted approach taken by the 
SNP Government in Scotland to renationalisation and public ownership in 
terms of Ferguson Shipbuilders and Prestwick airport. However, the 
consideration of Royal Mail, Bi-Fab, ScotRail and the Caley Rail Works 
demonstrates a lack of consistency and policy in terms of public 
ownership or renationalisation. 
 
“During the recent General Election, many trade unions welcomed 
Labour’s commitment, policy and strategies to deliver the 
renationalisation of rail, mail, water and energy, as well as part of BT to 
provide free broadband for everyone.  
 
“Congress, therefore, calls upon the STUC General Council to seek from 
the current Scottish Government, prior to any vote for any referendum or 
actual referendum for Scottish independence, what would be the policy or 
strategy for the renationalisation of rail, mail, water and energy, as well as 
part of BT to provide free broadband for everyone in the event of an 
independent Scotland.” 
 
Mover:  Communication Workers’ Union 
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108. Equality Post-Brexit 
 
“That this Congress recognises that we enjoy good and robust equality 
legislation, improving the everyday lives and the working lives of many 
women and many Black, disabled and LGBT+ people.  Much of this 
legislation has been the result of the UK’s involvement in the EU and the 
Equality Act 2010. 
 
“Congress notes that, while there is no apparent immediate threat to any 
of our equality legislation, there are concerns about how equality may look 
in the future in the light of both our leaving the EU and of a majority 
Conservative Government. 
 
“The rise of the right-wing in the Brexit debate gives just cause for concern 
and it is feared that there will be efforts made to backtrack on legislation, 
which in the past was protected by EU membership. 
 
“There were also concerns during the 2019 General Election campaign 
that the Conservatives would attempt to repeal the Equality Act if they got 
a majority. 
 
“Congress notes that equality is at the heart of everything the trade union 
movement does and will always continue to be so. 
 
“Congress calls on the STUC General Council to: 
 

• keep equality at the heart of the trade union agenda in Scotland; 

• encourage affiliates to keep equality at the heart of their own 
agenda; 

• support the ongoing work of the STUC Equality Committees and the 
joint Equality Committees; and 

• campaign with the Scottish Government to have matters of equality 
devolved to Holyrood.” 

 
 
Mover: Annual STUC LGBT+ Workers Conference 
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109. Trade Talks Post-Brexit 
 
“That this Congress notes that the UK trade negotiations with the EU and 
other states will be vital for the future prosperity of the country and 
recognises that there are significant dangers in these for workers’ rights, 
consumer and environmental protections and democratic rights.  
 
“Congress also notes that trade talks will include issues that relate directly 
to the devolved powers of the Scottish Parliament and, therefore, 
recognises that these powers could be weakened or negated in any trade 
agreement. 
 
“Therefore, Congress asks the STUC General Council to campaign to 
ensure that: 
 

• trade negotiations are subject to parliamentary scrutiny and 
ratification; 

• where negotiations involve devolved powers, the Scottish 
Government should be included, and the Scottish Parliament 
consulted; and 

• trade unions are mobilised and link with other organisations 
campaigning to protect our worker, consumer, environmental and 
democratic rights throughout the post-Brexit trade negotiations.” 

 
 
Mover: South Lanarkshire & East Kilbride Trades Union Council 
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110. EU and Scottish Parliament  
 
“That this Congress reiterates the call for a Scottish Parliament with 
powers to pro-actively redevelop our country's productive economy, to 
protect employment and to enhance trade union rights. 
 
“Congress notes with great concern the current intention of the British 
Government to negotiate a Treaty with the EU that includes the 
competition terms of the EU's Single Market (which limits state aid, 
prevents the free use of public procurement and requires private 
competition in the provision off public services), together with legal ‘rights 
of establishment’ for EU firms that have already been used to undermine 
trade union rights in Norway (the 2017 Holship Case which forced the 
causualisation of Norway's dock labour scheme). 
 
“Congress, therefore, calls on the STUC General Council to campaign 
over the coming year, to ensure that such restrictions are not included in 
any Treaty with the EU concluded by the British Government, and that the 
Scottish Parliament will truly have the powers to become a Workers’ 
Parliament, as STUC General Secretary Jimmy Jack, told the First 
Scottish Assembly in 1972.” 
 
 
 
Mover:  Clydebank Trades Union Council 
  


